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ABSTRACT 
In Part I, sorne of the important physical ideaa that have been 
WJed in an &n&lyah of chemical changes in rocket nozalea are 
reviewed with particular reference to the three-body recombiD.Ation 
reaction. Modified forma ol. the simple near-equilibrium fiow 
crit"rion developed about 15 years ago are shown to lead to results 
that are substantially equivalent to estimates derived from a. criterion 
of ~"!·rayK The influence of aurface-c.a.talyzed pr oceasea on atomic 
recombination rates in rocket nozzles is considered a.nd found likely 
t·) be important in present solid-propellant rocket engines. 
1n Part n_ studiea of tho effective deaorptlon rates of gaaea 
(Ar, ~:eI a.nd C02) from sand and from sillca gel are described. 
'fhese rc&.tes have been determined experhnent;~Klly uy measuring, as 
a. function. of time, the pressure drop in a veaael containing the 
solids when. tb.e e;•ses are allowed to disch.ar ge through a small de 
.i.&va.l nozzle. The dependence of the deoorption rate on temperature 
has been investigated. A theoretica.l expression for the ra.te of 
de.tH>rption from porous solids baa been developed assum.ing that the 
overall pra<:eaa i;:; diffusion controlled. The experimentally determined 
cieaorption rates of Ar, He, &nd COz from silica gel have been 
compared with thb theoretical expression. 
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FAR.I L CH.EMICAL REACTIONS DURING cil~~v IN ROCKET 
NOZZLES 
I. APFROXIMA TIONS USED IN TillE THREE•r.OD'x RECOMBINATION 
RBACTION lN ROC.KET .NOZ.ZL.ES 
A. Lighthill'a Approximation 
ln. the literature we find frequent reference to Lighthill's '•idea.l 
rliatomic gas''• (1) This 11 ide.a.l diatomic g&s" refers to the cl<14s&icd 
hArmonic oscillator•riilid rot&to:r approximation(l) for dia-tomic 
rnolecu.les and incluclee only cousidera.tion of the electronic ground 
'3tct.te for tha ll.tom A .a.nd the n1olc&ccle A~ which participate in the 
l.A + X (l) 
wh<'!re kD and kR r3pro&ent. respectively. apeciiic reaction rate 
const&nh ior rlhu;oci....,Uou and recombination and X denotes either A 
.l:he equilibrium con~ttant based on ratioa of partial pressures 
( i;<;p) ia ti'i12n rel.;.ted to the equilibrium constant b&sed on r&tlos of mAs• 
fraction& ~_;I-; ':;·) through the expresaion [ cf. ref. l, Eq. ( 36) on p. 1~P J : 
(J: ,z 
- ._. Eo"~ ,o) ·~lKi -Z '.11· A 
- ... ,y "'; .. A n A~ "' l-'i' 
.t:. A 
/ Rl' 
(l) 
-z-
.dere pA and pAz denote the polrtlal pressures of species A and Az, 
respectively; Y A and Y A are the corresponding maas fractions; R h 
z 
the molar gas constant; T represents the absolute temperature; jJ h 
tne denalty of the gas mixture; w·A and W'A are the molecul.s.r weights 
z 
of species A a.nd A 2, respectively; m :: WAIN (where N = Avogadro's 
number) 1.s the masa per •tom of speciee A; k = RiN ie the BoltJ.m&nn 
coru;tant. 
For All ide.l ~cu it follows from statistical meciw.nict& th.t.t 
[c!. ref. Z, Eqa. (1.9) a.nd (30) on p. 193] 
where 
is the ;atanda.rd Gibbs free euer gy difference (1. e. , the free energy 
difference a.t lmit pressure) for the chamica.l process described in 
Eq. L .but [cf. ref. Z, .Eq. (1.9) on p. 193] 
0 r h 3 
FA :;RT.tn/· 3/2 
.(Z•m) 
L 
and 
where (d. ref. 2, p. 194) 
1 
1 
c N A 
1 ]+ 0 int, Az 
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and [ct. ref. z. Eqe. (4&), (53), (.S4) and (40) on pp. ~oo-zozz 
Lere o1• t A h the internal partition function for specieii A when the n • 6"'· 
ener&y level& of A Are referred to the grounu level of species A, gA 0 
l$ ti.le std.tiatical wel&ht of the gr ounct st4te of epecleil A, and it has 
~een uasumed that the temper .. ture is eut'!iciently low to juatify neglect 
of all electroruc energy leveh above the ground level. Thll quantity 
K:D~tntI A l represent£~ the interna.l partition funt:tion of molecule Al in 
th(;: gr aund electronic .otate with iit.ltiatical weliht gA o .__ A i Z w,wn z 8 
treated as a co:rri.blnatlon of (ci) a rigid rotator with rot.tional constant 
(h :.< Pla..'"lck'a constant, c: = velocity ot li,;}t.tt, I = momenl o! inertia of 
A2) and (b) a hArmonic oscillator of frequency v ; &.11 energy leveb in 
th~ expre salon for ;J! t A a.re met£eured with respect to ths ground 
10. l 
atKsKt~ o! A z.• l'he quantity a h the sym~try number of the diatomic 
.m.<.ll..,cule and equalld unity for heteropolar molec.:ulee &nd two !or nomo-
f>olu molecules. The e11Atrglea £ :" and C, represent. respectively • 
.. ~ hz 
the zer·o point energies of the .&tom A and of the molecule Az,· Combi-
r:.a.tio:n. of the preceding expressions ahows that 
( 3) 
where I. E A- C l~zI- Zd A io the dissociation eneriY for one molecule 
of A l.. C omM.nin& Eq.e. ~ and 3. we now ohtain the expre.ssion 
........ 
2 
YA /d ~ = /) exp(-ZdA /kT) 
I.•JA F .n. 
(4) 
where 
( 5) 
[ .l •l/ z b a cha:r.acterhtic density. .Lightb.Ul noted that 1-oxp( •x)j .x !e 
a &lowly varying function of x at:td propo•ed to replace it by an effective 
mea11 va.lue. Thi1111 "Lighthlll approximation•' i& well justified for the 
1•£41K~e of values of x -.ct'l:.&lly encountered ln conventionAl rocket 
.a,ozzles. A plot of(k'l'/hv )1'i! [1-expE-y~/k:rFg &sa. function ol hVtk.:..' 
l~ ehown in Fli• l. Reference to Fig. 1 ahOW'a that 
(kT 1 hv )11 Z [1-exp( -b. v /kqF~ varies very slowly with temperature ne.u 
kT / bv ~ 1; it approaches zero as the temperature .approaches infinity. 
Va.laea of k'rihv ~ 1 are ol.lntereat in connection with conventional 
nozzle flow calculations. 
\'i e may easily show that the statement 
1-exp(-h v ikT) ( ) 
1/ z 
hvl ocu (6) 
corresponds to the assumption that the vibrational energy of the molecule 
h half excited. 'fhus the specific vibrational energy of Az is given by 
the expression 
-5-
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exp(- j h v /kT) 
0 vib = 1-exp(-h,; /kT) 
1 1 kTZ dln. [1-cxp(-h v /kr)J uA~I vib = l'in (]' h II)- "'Zm dT (7) 
.iere the quantity ( i n v )1 lm repreacmts the specific vibrational ener iiY 
asilloci.ated with the zero-point energy. !<"'or unexcited moleculee, 
h v /k'£ >> 1 and the second term in Eq. 7 bec:ome11 negligibly small 
comt:-ar~d to the zero-point energy. For tully excited molecules, 
b. l) I ~ r << 1 and 
.:,)u the other ha.ud, lf we Uiile Eq. 6, Uwn 
t h. .. iiJ it follows that E-q. 6 corresponds to the "-ff>roxim&tion thAt t}JQll 
Th.e i!<.tcarnal en.ergy of unit :tniUIS of fluid mixture, when the 
K;:r-K:K;uKr~ci v!.br.t.tional J8ttt.te of the mole:cub ia cholilen d.fll energy zero, 
~ecomes 
·"'-~D~ =- lmu.... ct+ 
., l' r 
(J} 
wb.ere 
hence, 
The enth.alpy per unit rna•• of mixture la 
b "" u + J' ( / = denalty of the fluid mixture) 
whK~~gre p "'pA· .. PAz.' PA:: '1 A,P(kTJm), pAz.= (1-'lt.A)/ (kTtZm), 
l+'i 
---r-_A_. /J k'I' P =-2m I 
v d kT .. A A 
h = ( 4 + 1 A) Zm + m 
(9) 
(10) 
The &pproxlmationa involved in(&) neglecting the influence of 
excited electronic states, (b) assuming that the vibrational degrees of 
froedom are only half excited, (c) neglecting anharmonicity terms in 
the vibrational partition £unction, and (d) neglecting vibration-rotation 
h"teractiona ln the partition function for A 2 are &11 ultimately juatUled 
bec.&u&Je of the low accuracy inherent in nozzle-flow cdcuLa.tlona 
becauuo ch.e mica.l reaction rates are t~ually not kuown to better th&.n 
5. The Rea.ctlon Rate 
For the chemical procese deecribed by Eq. 1, the r.t.te of 
reaction may be written in the form (c!. ref. 1, Cbapter XVU) 
-8-
a [ P u-Y A> 
:1: - kn --z--.;.; __ 
w 
( 11) 
where Vf is the ava:&ge molecul&r weight of the mixture :::: ZW A/(l+Y A) 
and tho other 111yn1boh have their usual meAning. But deUiled balancing 
leads to tho requiramant [ cf. ref. z. Chapter XVU and Eq. ( 36) on 
p. ll3] 
Combining this last relation with Eq. 4 we now find that 
( lZ) 
For the specific reaction ra.te constant for dissociation we uae the 
conventional approximation 
( 13) 
where C is a conatant. Ualng Eqs. lZ and 13. we find from Eq. U the 
result 
(14) 
Equation 14 differ• from the expression given by Freeman(l) and 
used by Bray(-4) and others thrOUjh the occurrence of the f&ctor (l+Y A) 
in place of unity. It ia ea.aUy shown that (l+Y A) should be replaced by 
unity when the pl'Oceaa described in Eq. 1 occurs as a minor reaction 
-9-
in a gae mixture. In any case. the relation given in Eq. 14 involve• 
implicitly the erroneous aesumptiOID thAt atoma and molecule• are 
eqUAlly effective as third. bodioa in the recombination of &tome. 
U. BRAY'S A!'PROXIMATE CRITERION FOR FREEZING AND 
PENNER'S CRITERION FOR NEAR•EQUlLlBRlUM FLOW 
A. Intr o<iuction 
Among the first studies of chemical reactions during flow 
through rocket nozzles are approxhnato numerical calculAtions by 
f'euner and. Altman. ( 5) the development af approximates procedures 
for defining "near-equilibrium" flow and Hnear-frozen11 flow by 
Penner(6) ln which e£rlier work of SchAfer( 7) was used, and pre• 
* sumably exact numerical solutions of flow with recombination of 
hydrogen atoms by Krieger. (a) In assessing tbt early ldea.a relating 
to rocket appllcationa, it is importe.Dt to remember the context in 
which this work was done: the knowledge of chemical reaction ra.tea 
w.t.a still ap.user than it is today, machine computations of compoeition 
r.;hanges during equilibrium flow were unknown, a.nd the objectives of 
th.4 early work were simply to define the problem within rational. limite • 
.. :'titer aome 15 year a of work in tht. field. the easential physical 
41rg\unenta have not changed, u l& evident from the followina quotation: 
ili - ··-~-
Actually Krloger made a alight error in hi• work aince he trea.tod the 
flow problem as iaentropic. ( 8) Revised ca.lculationa have been 
published recently. (9) 
'
1Thie study of the equillbrlu:rn involving nitric oxide, 
nltr ogen, and oxygen auae•t• the occurrence of prActie&lly 
frozen flow below a certa.ln temperature. 11 (Penner, 19SO). 
The neu-equUibrlwn and near-frozen flow criteria [ cf. ref. Z , 
Cl'AApt·n· 1oan] had &s objective the dt.ttermbution of. the point in a 
no&.de where effective freezing of chemical equilibria would occur. 
A aerloua di!flculty aru.e in the pra.ctical o.pplic&tion of tb.eae criteriA 
in 1949 .and 1950 because there existed at the time esaeutlally no preche 
data which could be uaed not for conservative but rather for pr41.ctlcal 
•pp1icat1ons ol. the criteria. Owing to the concentration ol e!!ort in 
thb field iu recent yeua, (4, lO-U) we are now in a poaidon to re!lue 
tile uwthod of appllc.ation of the criteria. That this is indeed useful 
has ~en point\1d C"ut recently by BKaKrr~reEl-4F who showed that the 
near-equilibrium criterion could be made to yield substantially 
e<Juiva.lent results to thoae of BrAy<4• 10) for Wegener •s experimentAl 
&tudiew on the system Nz + lNOz ~ Nz + NzO.z. (lS) Since both 
procedur~s define tha initial location in a nozzle where algniflcant 
depArtures from nea.r-equilibriurn flow occur, gParr~reDa conclusion 
mi&;)lt woll b.&vo been antlcipa.ted. '\ We eball verify Barrere '• obaer-
va.tion by an analytical comparison between the methode of Bray ud 
:Penner for the reaction 
( 15) 
where £ represents an inert carrier that ie preaent in vaat exceaa. 
B. Refinement ol Bray:'a Approximae Procedure 
Retaining the physical ideas of .Bray, a modified derivation la 
presented. 
For the chemical reaction described by Eq. 15, it la readily 
abown that 
where 
Y. tv{ ) 
B' A 
da - ,k_ {) ~ a 0 
- Cir ·· 61-'"R.r a W W B A 
y 
A 
a = "'J!:'f,..T -+..,;;..;;...,..,.,_ 
.. A ·• A 
z 
1 K 
--g-
e 
• 
( 16) 
( 1 7) 
(18) 
(19) 
with the subscript.! ldentllying loc&l equilibrium conditiona and the 
subscri}:t ~denoting initial (or nozzle entrance) conditions. It has also 
* been a.s&umed that {1f A.) = 0 so that Y A+ "iA = ( 'i A) • 
l 0 z 0 
'!he deviat1ona from local equilibrium are conveniently described 
through the p.uameter 
(ZO} 
D~ . (15) The analyais is now specifically applicable to the system A=NOz. 
lu tll'&rms of r, Eq. 19 l:>ecomee 
K 
T 
• 
(Y A) .y A 
- 1 0 
- -z n J -<Y > 
r A A 
o e 
.J.nd E;q. 16 may be written in the form 
R-I: (Zl) 
where R iii the recombination r&tct &nd ]) represents the di:uocl-.tion 
rate. Fer static equilibrium, F.;q. l. .1. yield• 
dcz 
Cif 
how~verI iu order to t~ve equilibrium flow in a nozzle, R must be 
iidhute, in which. caee }:q. Zl oecomes lncieterminate &nd should be 
replAced oy the l.&w of mo~~~Kse action. 
If R hi suf!ic::lently large, ne.a.r -~aqmilibrium !low obt&ins, 
1 
1- -z 
r 
! 
(l. Z) 
for nl6d..r-eq:uil1brium flow. On the other hAnd, when l.t..rge deviations 
frum eq~lil:;:Kriwn flow occur, r :::.: 'J, /(Y A) becomes much laraer 
A .... e 
l 
-z 
r 
(1-ro ) 
• • 
--rt=a-:1 e << l 
-13-
and, therefore, 
da 1 (1-ra ) 
.. ~ >> R ~ -j E~PF 
ell r& {1-a e 
for lArge deviations from equilibrlwn flow. Cornpari•on of .Eqa. 2Z and 
Z3 ehov;s that 
(1-ra ) 
0 (Z4) 
between near-equllibrlum flow end lar;;e deviations from near-equilibrium 
flow. Tho spatial location where E-4. 24 ia aatisfied ia identified by 
tbo ~oordKinate x=x
0
• 
U it hi indeed true that a well-de!baed. narrow, spatial region 
exbts in the :uoaale where &n abrupt tra.naltlon occure !rom ua.r-
equilibrium flow to near-frosen fiow, then Eqs. ZZ to ~4 muat .Ul be 
a;&tidied in a a:mall spatial region D.OiiU" x
0
• 
Br.a.y now aasumes th&t r :::::: r :1.! 1, a ~ c And -cia/ dt ~ -da I dt 
e e e 
up to the location x
0
, in which case Eq. Z4 reduces to the expression 
de 
-~-::::Ko~aK 
at e e 
!:'ra.y ha• also replaced the preceding expression by the empirical 
equation 
(:Bray's criterion) 
and etatas tb.&t K ia a constant expected to be of order unity. 
It appears more logical to uae Eqa. Zl and Z-4 flrat to define 
ywpa~ 
(ZSb) 
or 
Hence Eq. 
-14· 
(R - D) = (I:) X X 0 0 
( D ) -ll (1-ra e) J . _ 1 T - -z 1-a -I · 
x 0 r • x 0 
Z4, which defines x , may be rewritten as 
0 
7Ieace, again ar:;auming that near equilibrium flow ia maintAined to 
x = x
0
, with sudden !reeaing a.t x
0
, we find 
(de ) ( R ) --£ ~--;-K 
X X 0 0 
EquAtion ~U 18 a modified veraio.c. of :Sra.y•a criterion. 
Equation Z.o m&y be u•ed to obtain the value d. r at x 0 , via. , 
(l6) 
E~TF 
(Z8) 
(Z9) 
Reference to ltq. Z9 lea<t. to the conclusion that r at x =:t x
0 
is not equal 
to unity but actually depend• on the v.a.l\10 of. • e &t x 0 • The &aawnption 
of equilibrium now up to x
0
, sudden freezing a.t x 0 , and frozen flow 
down•tream of x 0 neceaaarlly implies a jump in r at x 0 • 1I1deed,. the 
definition al x:0 at the position where 
cUt R. 
--ar =D=z 
.. 15-
obvloualy precludes tho poaslbWty that D = R up to x
0 
except in the 
case where D ia not a contlnuoua function of x. 
lt ia clear that what is required here is an honest porturbation 
calculation that is suhsta.nti&lly equivalent to the precise solution of 
the problem. 
Tho important quantities appea.ring in the complete expression for 
·de /cK~ given in Eq. Zl a.re plotted in the schematic diagram shown in 
Fig. z. In an actual experiment, r does not remain equal to unity to 
x = x &nd, therefore, the curve for R may lie anywhere between R 
o e 
and D. From the definitions of R &nd r given in F..qs. 18 ud ZO and 
from the value ol. (D/ R) given in Eq. Z6, it follow a that 
xo 
f R·R ) ( 1-R I R ) [ 1 l ! e ::: e :::Z 1-- I \ R-D 1-DJ R ( 'l) : \ xo xo r x J 
0 
(30) 
!ro-m which it can be seen that tho positivn of R • with respect to R and 
e 
D, at x = x 0 depends on the value of (a e>x through the dependence o! 
0 
(r) on (a ) given in Eq. Z9. ·we may estimate the value of (a ) 
x 0 e x 0 
e x
0 
req\U.red to locate R midway between {D) and (R) • l'hus we uee 
0 X X Q 0 
th.e relatlcm 
as well a.EJ E'i.• Z9 to find the reaulu 
1 
........ 
I 
u 
v 
!I) 
0 
\ 
\ 
I 
\ 
X 
0 
~~~f 
D 
R 
R 
e 
-16-
y (Y ) 
R _ 2k B A o n2 2 
- RW W ""o. B A 
y (Y ) 
R = {R) = 2 k B A o I' 20.2 
e r=l R WB W A e 
1 rl-ra.e) 
D = 7 1-o.e R 
da. 
crr= R-D 
---- -·-·---
--
--·-====::::::=---- ---
x-+ 
Distance along centerline measured from nozzle throat 
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing the rate terms in 
equation - ~~ = R- D as a function ·of distance 
measured along nozzle centerline, 
-17· 
a.nd 
(cz ) :::: O. 68. 
ex 
0 
'l'he precedi.n.s results may be summarized by the atatemeDt that 
z for (a ) = o. 68, (r ) = 4/3 and R liea halfway between Rand D 
eX X tb 
0 0 
&t x
0
• From Eq&. 19 and 30 it may now be seen that, for (« ) > 0. 68, 
e x
0 
(R ) Uea relc1.tively closer to (R) wbereaa, 
ex x 
0 0 
for (a ) < 0. &8, 
e x 0 
(R6 ) Ues relatively closer to (D) • xo :x.o 
£:_ Comparison .Botween Bray'• Modi.fi6d Criterion and PeD.Mr'• 
kear·b~uribrium Criterion 
$ince 
it follows that the modified criterion of Bray given in Eq. (lSb) may 
K :;; ja e ( d.tnT ) ( Llt. at (31) 
where the subscript S identifies isentropic flow. ' Ba.rrere baa noted 
that the right-hand si~ of .Eq. 31 is esaentia.lly .Uanikobler•s firat 
similarity group D I (d. ref. Z, Chapter JOCV) and that we may regard 
it aa tbt ratio of a chemical time 
to .a cozrvect.iOCL time 
( ., ) dt mec:h = ""dlKKmKKn"!!fq~ 
Tbh obaervationia of ~onaldKerablo value ain~e wo expe~tK Oil tlw 
basia of very goaer&l pl"inciplea for reactiDg !low ayatema, that luge 
deviaticm.a from equilibrium fiow will OCC\U' for a epecifled value ol 
tb.ia important .t.mll&rity group. 
Penner •a approximate criteriol\ for ne&r•equi.llbrlum flO\V la 
[ct. ref. ~K Eq. (9) on p. Z99] 
T'·T (dlnT (ll) t ~ .. z dt 
where [ cf. ref. z. Eq. (7) on p. l.99 J 
T'·T K·K (BinT t • (33) 't : K U111R8 • 
and K .md K
0 
have been defined in Eq. 19. The quantity.!. is a 
reaction time which becomea, for the cbemica.l proceaa deacribed in 
Eq. 15 [ cf. ref. l, Eq. (10) on p. 300 J, 
0 ~ ( ~EBFEAfO [IA:,-l+ 4(A)-I] l 
• 
where molar couc:entratioru (B), (A), &ud (Az) are uaed. In terme 
of the quantitiee cz And R. defined in Eqa. 17 and 18, :reapec:tively, 
(34) 
-19· 
It is apparent that (T •-T)/ T again represents a form of D.unkohler•s 
first similarity group. 
When tho neu-equilibrium criterion wa.s first developed in 
194'7. there were no experimental data a.v.Ul&ble that could be used 
to ascertain the: magnitude of the term (1' 1-T)/1' required for 
significant deviations from near-equUibrtum flow. Toda.y this identifl-
cation can be performed in a meaningful manner by utilizing Wegener's 
reaultr.. (lS) The utility of this approach has already been demonstrated 
(''/ egener 1960, Da.rrero 1961). Th• only quantity thAt must be chAnged 
is the ab111olute value of. (T' .. T)iT, which wae originAlly chosen for 
very conservative estimates to a.eaure nea.:r•equilibrium now. 'fbus we 
may assume that T 1 has tbe magnitude corresponding to & mass fraction 
Y A which r..as deviated from the local equilibrium maaa function (Y A)e 
su.ch that 
at the point in the flow where effective freezing occurs. I£ we now 
define {T • .. 1')/ T at the point x 0 where Eq. 2.6 applies, then Bray's 
modified criterion and Penner 1e ncar ec.tuillbrium criterion ahould 
yield identical results. Subatituting 
l 
=-I 
into Eq. 33 for ( r 1-1')/ T yielda 
T 1·T 
T 1 ( SluT ) ::: -y slnK 
e S 
(35) 
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at the poh1t where signific&nt dep&rture from nc.u-equilibrium flow 
occura. .2ut 
n 
li'l.Z = .t :n!<; - (' il .:b.p + ;)n l.nW 
-I ( v j I -e 
for the 
a.ho 
p 
chemicci.l process 
n 
L \)j I M. j=l 
n 
;.n = L 
j=l 
J 
j:::l 
ll 
L \) •: I J 
J=l 
( 'J .n. \).') ; 
J J 
\) . ' ' ) t n 'f; • 
J J 
Mj 
:. ~~ra g ia the equilibrium constant expressed irK~K terms of preaaure p 
r..ctic)"''• / Al .:J ie thi:$ stlliiJ'ldard molar hea.t of reaction, .;;':.S0 is the 
;;sta;;u::ard molAr entropy change, "W rflpresenhl the .avere.ge moleculci.r 
~ve~~ ti.t o! ti~e g.ae mixture, &lcl ·~; j is the molecul.&r weig!lt of species J. 
;-·vr , egener 'a experiment a, ,;·"n =-1 and W ia effectively const.a.nt • 
. ;ecce it follows that 
·Zl-
E q•-IrF~ ·Til 0 - -(.a.fi /RT) + 't ;( o -l) 
For V ee;ener 'e experiments, (1S) 1: H 0 ~ -13, ilOO cal/ mole, ( 1. 3, 
and T ~ 300°K whence it followe that 'f'·"I· ~cfDhK 'i'hh! value 18 in good 
accord with tho obBerv~d experimental reeu!t~ (cf. y,' egener, ref. 15, 
Fig. 5). 
IH. L:;FLCE:L•!CE OF SURF.ACE·CATAlJYZE;·c PROCESSES ON 
ATOMIC RECO:b-EH.NATION RA'I.SS t·;,J R0Cl:'\I£T NOZ.ZLES(lb) 
A. Introduction 
In two-phase nozzle !low proceiiaeill, it ie of interest to consider 
the r~tlaKtive importance of a, three-body ga.s•phase recombination 
rec..ctl;;m. and a eucceseion cf heterogeneous Nto-body reoctlons. 
':•., co:nald.er a. uniform mixture of gaue out J.ydr ogen and small 
liqu.id or ~~lid particlet~K We will *lhow that, for thl:} pa.rticle concen-
tra.tions actually encountered in eome rocket aorules, the r•te of 
heteroseneous two-body re«.ctiona may bK;~ eql.Wtl to or larger th&n the 
rata o£ the three-body gas-phase recombination reaction. It is there-
for•~ cla4rly important to conatde:r such heterogeneous two-body 
recombination reaction• in quct.ntitative rock•t performance eva.hution. 
The ft>llowin.g coneidera.tions ar'411 Also o£ iutere•t in connection 
with. the development o! experimental procedures for !m;,roving the 
perform&nce of nucle.u- rockets using nydrogen aa drivin& !luici. 
FL:.a.Hy, they may be modified to infer condition» under which the flow 
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induc:ed, heterogeneous chemical reactions. 
B. Outline of Theoretic&! Conaider&tlons 
'fhe two &aaumed reaction paths for the recombination ol hydrogen 
atomo are: 
ZH +X ( 36) 
and 
.t-1 + y 
(3Th) 
The qu&ntlties k 3, k.i!&' k~b denote appropriate specific reca.ction rate 
coefficients, X repreaenh either d or H.i!, 'i is A a:mall 1110lid or liquid 
particle, and H---Y denote• a. hydrogen atom adsorbed on the eurf&ce 
of ::. 
Accord.ing to Eqa. 36, 37& and 37o, tha rate of dis&ppearance 
o! hydrogen &toms by three body procesaes is 
cr 
[ dnH l Zk3 z • :: n,,, n etr 3 H2 .u X ( 38) 
where 1~ denotes the number of pa.rticles of species X per unit volume; 
the r.ate of dhappear&nce of hydrogen atoms by two·body proceasea is 
• [ <!~:1 J : k" EeFE~F + klb (B)( 8-- • '1) 
·Z3-
or 
{39) 
Hence tbe ratio 
N(k.:J n .n... + k.,\.,.n,_._n., ..,. ) 
.. a h X "'"' n 4 ·1- • • J. 
= ----·--------~----------- (40) 
is a meaaure of the relative importance of heterogeneoua two-body to 
three-body procesaea in the removal of hydrogen atoms. 
We shall now eatimate tbla ratio in tcrme ot (fly+ nJ::i ...... y )I n_H' 
Observations by v.uioua inveatigatora have shown conclusively that the 
three-body recombination process occurs without appreciable .activation 
energy. (l?) We denote by 4 the fractional number of collblona that 
lead to adaorptlon in reaction 37& and by fj the fr&ction.U Dumber of 
collisions le&dina to Hl formation in re4ction 37b. 
For a mixture of gaaee containing rigid, elastic-sphere 
molecule• of different aizea and cooce:ntrc1tione, the total number of 
collialone of molecule• of type 1 with molecules af type l in unit 
volume in unit time h(lS) 
(41) 
1 if cr ~l = 1 ( vl+ (]' l) repreeentl the collision diameter, and 0'" 1 a.nd 
CT z•re the diameters ofthe eepara.te species. Hence 
• ~~r J : cZr..t v· + ~?-I_I 'T---V l z n, A .,,,I. ~ (4Z) 
For the case where my >> ~· 
>>C) .. , we ubtcln 
ti 
.and 
(43) 
(44) 
U the concentr.diona (h), (Y), and c~-·-vF are small compa.red 
witn E~~lFD then r'X ~ n,, and we cotainfor R from r:;qa. 38, 40 and 
.:· .. , 
R = (-45) 
C. :C.Tux:norical Estimates and ConclWilona 
The ratio R h&ti been calculAted from Eq. 45 for the following 
.c.HJ.mer1cal vdlues: 
-8 (J = 3 x 10 em, 
l 
flnJ. that 
0 -6 T :: 1365 K, pre6sure = 5 atmoa, o-y= 3 x 10 em, 
(19) , 15 -Z 3 Z ·1 
aud k 3 = 3 x 10 mole -(em ) -sec • -I~: e 
qbKerefor~II tl110 heterogeneous two-body processes will beco:rne of 
co.mparahle importance with the three-body ga.s-pnaae colHeions if 
or 
an...,.,..+ ~IK y 
J., J:.'i---
n.. + 11.' •v 
'X .r-.. --- .& 
__;; _____ _
S: Z X 10• 7 
1 for a - ~--W. Dut, for a representative J;ropell&nt system in two-
phase noasle flow, (nH ) ~ lOZO c:m- 3, (u...J c::::: 1018 em - 3, and 
l . h 
[ (n'i) + (n:-!--- ... x·)] ~ 1M1~ to 1015 em -l. ilence (Dy + lF-f--·vF/~1 ~ 10· 6 
-3 
to 10 , i.e., the heterogeneous recombination proceeees may actually 
become dominant. 
-l The product a f) appeue to be of the order of 10 for the 
(20 ll) 
conditions exhth1g in repro sentc1tivo rocket nozzle •· ' 
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PART U. GAS DISCHARGE RATES THROUGH DE LAVAL NOZZLES 
AND TH.E EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINAllON OF 
DESORPTION RATES 
I. n\TTRODUCTIOI.,.f 
Succeesful meaeuremente of chemical reaction ra.tee durlna 
nozzle flow have been performed(l) for the mixture ~klz -:::: N 2.0 4 
by using a large-ecale a.pp.&.ra.tue. Cruder <Lt.ta have been obtained, by 
a. number of inveatigatore, on rocket engines of varioua aizea. In order 
to utilize the f,lll potential o£ this technique for studying the interplay 
between chemical reaction rates and aubaonic or supersonic flow, it b 
clearly desirable to develop & sm.aU-scale 14boratory apparatus which 
Cclll be constructed at low cost. UnfortunAtely, the use of a small, 
closed vesael &a gas source reduces the (pseudo-) ateat.dy flow conditions 
to very abort periods of time, thereby leading to the requirement that 
kinetic studies be performed with very high time resolution. As a first 
step !or increasing the teati.ng tim•, we have studied experimentally the 
discharge r.a.toe o.f He, Ar, a.nd CCl through a de Laval nozslo !rom a 
amall, closed reaction veasel containing sand or aUica gel beads. The 
results and an approxim.de interpretation !or the measurements are 
described in the following sections. 
The exp~rimentCl technique developed by ua appears to be useful 
for the empirical detern:ination of desorption rates from poroue solid 
p.srticles under isothermal conditions (see Appendix A for justification 
of the aaswned isothermal conditions) during the initiAl stages of 
desorption. The dependence on temperature of the rates of desorption 
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of Ar, .!Je, and co2 from slUe& gel has been investigated. A theoretical 
expression h&a been developed for the rate of deaorption of gas from & 
porous solid under our experimental condition• (aee Appendix B). Study 
of the da.ta derived from the decay of chAmber pressure with time 
indicates that the assumed model for deeorption from porous spheres 
yielde reasonable results for the heats of desorption of .He, Ar, .md COz 
from silica gel. 
1l. Oli'TLL"'iZ OF THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
.. c.,.. J)erivation of Equations for tbe Chamber Preseure aa a Function o! 
Time for S:ystems \\' itnout Mass !' ddition 
Consider adiabatic expAnsion of a perfect gas, ch4ra.cterhsed by 
a conzta.nt value of o , from a closed container through a de Laval 
nozzle. The equat!or& for conservation of mass in tbe cont.Uner is 
( 1) 
wher~ V denotes the constant chambar volume, jJ t = pt/RgTt is the 
ga$ density at the nozzle throat if R denotes the ge.s conatcUlt per unit g 
:rnass, Tt-;:; [.z;((+l)] T represents the temperature .a.t the nozzle throat 
when the ch.a..rnber tempera.ture hi T, pt :: [K~I (t + l)J d'i( t ~lFp repreaenta 
the 1'reasure a.t t~ nozzle throat wheo:1 the ch-amber preseure 1a p, and 
v :::: r..J t R T • };ence Eq. 1 may be written in the !orm t g t 
[( 
'r ] rr:: A V O R T ' _ (t + 1) I l( ( -1) 
· ft fo)( -f-) =~-g 7 t vg o E~F (Z) 
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where the subscript~ identifies initial conditions in ths chAmber. 
1. IsothermAl Expansion in Chamber 
For isothermal gases in a closed cha.mber, the integral ol 
Eq. ~ iJeeomea 
where 
* 
..R... = e:xp (- ~F 
Po t 
!or T = T , 
0 
t * = (vI At "' '( R T I) (1/ r ) = m I in g 0 (.) 0 
J ~ ( 2._) ( t + 1) I Z( ( -1) /'J 
r+t 
0. 1047 0 + 0. 5048. 
( l) 
(4) 
( 5) 
lK~ere t represents a cb.a.racteriatic til'!:e involving chamber and nozzle 
pa.ra.met.ara, m 0 = j10 V la the iniU&l :m&iHJ of gas in the choiunber, and 
rn ·.:; jj i\ I) 't R T I r repreoents the initial nlcl.88 flow rate of gae 
o Fo t g o 
throt16h tne nozzle. 
Z. Adiabatic E'kuations with Modifioci '/aluea;, o! ¥ 
.For a.dubatic expansion in the chamber, 
wh6:re w~Kg u.e the symbol '( to cl.enote e.J'l e!fectivllll coautant value o! the 
c 
sped.fic h~tat ratio in the chamber. l'he differentiAl equ.a.tlon becomes 
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c:: c c 
[ 
1/ '( ] ( 0 + 1) il 0 
- eft (...E.) = (..E..) ~ t Po Po t 
~CKKD"ld we obtdn. after integration between the limit• p/ p 0 = 1 at t = 0 
and p/ p at t, the result 
0 
(1- r > ;z t 
E~F c celt ( '( -1 ) + ?· 
In the limit, aa the ga.s-bead system in the chamber &e•u:mes an 
Luinite specific het~KtI 
lim 
0 -1 
c 
r approa<:heiil unity and, 
c 
(1 .. o )/Z '( 
(..E..) c c ·1 Po I 
( d' -1)/2 
c 
therefore, 
(6) 
Thus, Eq. 6 reduces now to the isothermal case described by Eq. 3. 
ln comparing the theoretic:&! formulae with experimental dat&, it 
h reasonable to treat '( ae a. vuio.ble parameter that ia acijuated in 
c 
order to fit the experimental data. In thb manner, we may uae the 
pr oxhnity of o to unity as an indication ol the efficiency with which 
c 
heat la tranelerred from the beads to the gases. 
It should be noted that the statements T :::: T 0 and (p/p0 ) = 
'D I ( 't ·1) 
( 1' IT) c c constitute effectively two different energy conserv.a.tlon 
~uuaumptionsI both of which correspond to unobservable limiting cases. 
ThG isothermal limit (T =T
0
) will conatitute a f-.lr approximation lf the 
heat transfer rates from the solids to the gases are very high. The 
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adiabatic limit for unmodified '5 • on the other hand, represtSnts a 
reasonable approximation if the di8charge rct.tee are f.ut compared 
with tho heat transfer rates. 
H. Derivation of ChAmber Pressure as & Function of Time for 
Limiting Cases Involving Heat and Mae:s Transfer From the 
.3oads to the Cas 
For etrongly adsorbed gases, mass addition by desorption (r4ther 
than heat transfer) will dominate the observed pressure-time behavior. 
Thie limiting condition should obtain when the rate of decay ol chamber 
f,r()fiSUre with time for c:b£mber11 filled With beads hi appreciably 
alower than the rate of d•c:.a.y for tM c:a.se of clisc:lv.rge of gases from 
an isotherm.a.l chamber. 
L M..a.ss Addition Under Isothermal ConciitiolUl in the Chamber 
At:J a first step in interpreting the experiment&! results, we 
att~tlume that the wsorptlon rates are conat.a.nt and independent ol the 
inata.ntaneOi.lll va.lue o! tbe ch&mber presaw·e. '/;; e 1na.y obtain some 
huolght hd:o the physic«ll conditions under which thi~ &S&Ul".neci desorption 
model applies by notinij that desorption rates from b.ighly porous 
rnatctri&la (e. i·. silica gel bf..ads) should oo controlled by diffusion 
( l 3\ proceaaes. ' ' 
If the K-vorage~ pore r&diua is nnall con.tpo.red to tb.e me&n free 
p;;.ti1 o! the ~as molecules but Lu-ge con1pa.recl to the dimensions of a 
molecule, tho flow of gas in the pores will occur by Knudson di!fusion. 
'!he average pore radiua for silica gel •&tiefiea thb condition (aee 
Appl)ndJ.x B for deta.lb). A concentration sradient in the ga• phaae 
within the pore• produces a concentration gradient in the adsorbed 
phase on the pore WAlla. i.e •• the flow of gae in 4 poroue aolld such 
aK~g silica gel occurs by diffusion in the ga.a phase and by 1urface 
diffusion in tho adsorbed phase. Of cou.re'3, only molecules poeaesaing 
:•ndficieni ener¥Y to separ£te from the local adsorption aitea will be 
.Wle to migrate over the aurfa.ce. The activAtion energy required for 
surface diffusion i8 equal to or ema.ller th.m the heat oi adaOC'ption 
(for det&Ua, see, for exa.mple, ref. 4, Fig. ll on p. 54). 
l'ho aolution of the diffusion problem lnvolvee the external denaity, 
; (t). aa a boundary condition. V'/ e have used for thia denaity the 
expressioD !or an iaothermal system with a c:onat.a.nt r.ate of. maaa 
addition. The denelty boundary c:011dition hae then been juatlfied by 
2howiag that results derived from it are, approximately, conaietent 
with the I!Ucumption of a c:onetant r.a.te oi rnaee addition under leo· 
thermal conditions. 
For a c:onat&nt rate of mass addition, ind' £1.. l bet:ome• 
or 
[( ) ll' F~ (T )1/Z a r)1 o o 1 - '""!!':::" - \ - ;;: .e._ ..• ~ .... - I) Qt p 0 T , p 0 r t o ( 7) 
wiiere \) :: md/ m is a. ch&racterhtlc desorption frequency and v = 
0 0 
!1·ee volum.e :o: {chamber volume - total appa.rent volume ol beads}. For 
laotnerm&l gases. E,.. 7 may be integrated directly with the re eult 
( 8) 
• where b 0 = I) 0 t ie a eonatant. 
Uelng Eq. 8 aa the boundary condition, the diffu.lon equation 
may be solved (see Appendix B for deta.ila) for the total rate of trut.se 
addition me.• The resulting expreesion for rhd ie 
m = d 
m 
0 
-r 
t 
(9) 
where (1-l); f is e<p.uu to l 
0
mb/ f' b m
0 
if!.. is the frActional void in the 
bed, jJ 0 is the initial density of gaaea in the ch&mber, / b le the 
apparent denalty of the porous spheres :a mass of beads/apparent 
volume of beads, STiJ la the total maaa af the beads, rn
0 
= f 0 V ia the 
initial mass of free gae in the chamber, C. ia the porosity of the bead 
whlch le defined as the pore volume divided by the totAl volume of the 
l boa.d. td = a I D h a cb&racterietic diffusion time, .! ia the radiWJ of a 
single spherical be&d, D = (r + AD )/ (l+A) h an efiective diffusion g a 
coefficient, D and D are, respectively, the Knudsen diffusion g IlL 
coefficient and the apparent aurfa.ce diffusion coefficient, and A ia a 
function of the temperAture. Since Eq. 8 flta the experimental reaulta 
r.a.ther well (see Figa. 6 to 5<4). Eq. 9 should constitute an accepU.ble 
expression for rhd subject to the aoaumption of diffualon•controlled 
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ciesorption. It is apparent that Eq. 9 is consiatent with the statements 
md :::! 0 at t II: 0 and the limit of rhd = 0 48 t - oo. 
A graph of Eq. 9 is shown in Fig. 1 for representative values 
of. the parameters. Reference to Fig. 1 indic.atea tha.t, to a first 
approxinl&tion, md :may indeed be treated as a constant fOJ: t greater 
* th.n..."l about t /4. 
A second approxim&tion to the pressure in the chamber h 
obtained by deleting the assumption that \) = md/ m
0 
is constant in 
F.:q. 7 and by using instea.d the rellli..tion for 1n. given by Eq. 9. In thla 
a 
CSr~eK £q. 8 should be replaced by the expression 
Equation 10 ia the first step in obtAining an improved solution to the 
pr1;)b!ern. ln th.e next laborious, though str.dghtforwc.1rd iteration, Eq. 
10 serves a.a bounda.ry condition in the deriv<~Ktion of ar. improved 
expression for m0 according to tb.e procedure deocribed in Appendix :J. 
Z. Adid.b&tic Conditioras and a Constant Ro1t.a of ~!CA~s Addition in the 
Chamber 
---
For the case of adiaKb~tic expaKnsi~gn in the cha.:rnber, ;;,::q. 8 should 
l•~ repl.aced ·by the expression 
-36-
dx 
(r -1F1~ [ * cr+U;2i]-
X C: C: 1-(1/1) t )X C: C: 
0 
't v t • 
e o 
l'ht- preceding relation ~nay b<a integra.ted for 't = 513 with the reault 
c: 
! l+xl;5b -1/4 X ~ in I 1;5 ° -1/4 1-x b 0 
* ~ t • There ie no obvious 
0 
experimental procedure for re.alblng nea.r-a.dia.batic: conditlona with 
mC~d Addition. 
C. ~KMore Complete Analysis~ Gas Discharge 'L'hrougb a Noule 
From a Two-Phase Slstem 
Thus far we have derived applicable relations without proper 
consideration of the actual form ol the energy equation ln the two•phaae 
ay.Dtem under discua11lon. For a more complete analysis. we muat use 
411 of th.e conservation equationa and obtcdn a solution alter impoeition 
of a uitable boW'ldcl:ry conditions. 
The equation for conaervaUon of mass. u1ing the ideal gas 
.,qtW.tion o£ date. ha:s been given in J;<;q. 7 and mt~Ky be rewritten ln the 
form 
( 11) 
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where V b a function of preaaure and temper.a.ture. All approximate 
expression for conservation of energy t. (see Appendix C for details) 
4. (me T) :: ~ + Jbd c Td - m c T 
tu; v p • p ( ll) 
where m represent• the total mass of free gas in the ch4mber, c and 
v 
c denote, respectively, the specific heat£ of the ga.s at const&Jlt volume 
? 
. 
and at con~~tant pressure, Q la the total rate of energy additioa to the 
gas by he&t conduction and ra.diation, md ls the rate of mass addition of 
free gaa by desorption from the beads at the temper•ture T d (we assume 
that the specific heat of the added gas is the same as that of the chAmber 
·Dc~caKsFI and m
8 
represents the mass discharge rate of gaee& through the 
nozzle. 
Since 
m c pVJil T, g 
• 0 0 rn T+ 
m :: -r ..i.. T'" ' 
e t Po 
md = y m' 
• 0 
Eq. l Z may be rewritten 8.8 
( 13) 
All of the result• derived in the preceding soctions may be obtained 
by startin.g from Eqs. 11 and 13. 
For the isotherm.Al caae without maaa addition ( T=T , V ;;~:MFI 
0 
Eq. 11 Yields 
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L = exp (- ~F 
Po t 
which was previously obt.a.ined in Eq. 3. In addition. Eq. 13 yields 
the rate at which heat must be added to the system to ma.!ntdn T eq~ 
to T , viz., 
0 
. 
Q 
meT 
0 v 0 
( 14) 
For the case without heat or m.s.sa addition (Q = 0, Y :: 0), Eqs. 
( 15) 
Z o I (1- o) 
~z c e=EK~r J 
t \ ~ 0) 
t i ( t -1) 
c: c 
(16) 
"!he first .a.quality in Eq. 16 wau obtained previoudy in Eq. t> for 
.-.ci.iabatlc: oxpaa.n »l on. 
For tne isothermal case with t. constant r1:1te of mas& addition 
\) =- v 0 * eonetant). li:q. 11 yield£ 
which was pr~viously obtdined in f~K 8. Equation 13 may be used to 
obtain ag&iu the rate of hect.t addition n.ec:es•ary to m.t.intain T = Td = £
0
• 
'fhe result ia 
meT 
0 v 0 
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= .{. ( '( -l)(l·b ) oxp (-1;) . 
t c 0 t 
( 17) 
In the general caee where both hea.t and mass a.ddiUon occur, it is 
u.ecess&ry to specify both Q and md explicitly and then to eolve the 
resulting coupled relilltlons, viz., E-1_e. 1l and ll. ·we shall not pursue 
this appr oa.ch further since a.ccepta.ble fite are obtained to the experi-
mental dAta of pressure as a function of time on the aaaumption that 
iootherma.l conditions and a conat&nt rate of mass addition prevail in 
the chamb ~trK 
ill. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 1\.Nr, RESULTS 
We shall now describe the experimental procedure for the 
determination of chamber pressure as a function of time, show how 
these measurements may be ueed to obtain desorption rates, and 
finally interpret the observed data in terms of the previously derived 
theoretical expressions. 
A. Experimental Ap2&r&tus and mroeedur~ . 
A sche~tic d.i.a.gra.m of the apparatus is shown in J"lg. l. The 
appa.r.&tWI conabted of a reactlOD vessel with a volume of 1110 cm3 ( 1) 
w"hich contained tbe gas and tbl solid particles, a. de Laval nozzle E~F 
with & throat diameter o£ 4. 4 mm, a. r.a.pidly•opening(S) v&lve (5), 
and & dump tank (4). The dump tank, tho volume ol which was ten time a 
that of the reaction vessel, was evacuated to a pressure muc:h lower 
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than the cha.rrJ>er pressure (the initial pressures in the dump tan.k and 
in tho rea.ction ve.a:.el were .t.bout 0. 5 mrn of Hg and about 7-40 mm of 
i<g, respectively). The ve.lv. at the nozzle exit position opened in 
less thAn 10• 3 sec, anci pseudo-steady discharge of gas from the reaction 
ves1el bugan in about one millisec. A Type 535 Tektronix 
oacilloscop~ (5), equipped with. a Polarold cc.unera, was uaed to record 
the tlme dependence of th" press\ll'e ag tneaaured by a Consolidated 
inStaKll~d in the reaction vesael. The tempn·&ture of the contents of 
the re&ction vessel was regulated by using either a bea.tlng mantle or 
an acetone-dry iclli cooling bath (7). :Five iron-coneta.ntan thermo-
ClHlplee wer~ u~ad to record the tem~raKture of the gas in the reaction 
ve:uel. The top of the reaction vest»cl eoulc! be removed to allow 
intro~uKction of awid particles. A 100-mesh screen (u) was located 
npSJI:r...,am of the de LAval noe.zle to prevent colid particles from being 
blown into the nozzle. The reaction vessel was eva.cuated a.nd filled 
with gas by meau of a tbree-vtay stopcock i9). The gs..s was pe.esed 
through a dry ice wil.ter-tra.p (10) before entering the reaction vessel. 
For each gas (COz• Ar, and He), the ch.amber pressure was 
mo aaureci a.s a functiort of time for (a} initial temperatures ranging 
!rom -50°C to 120°C with the chs.mber filled with 6-16 mesh •illca gel, 
(b) an initial te:anperature of About 2'°C with tho clla.mbor filled with 
lZ-mesh quartz ea.nd, .a..o.d {c) em initiGJ temperature of a.bout l2°C with 
tb.e charnb~r empty. The same material, consleting of 696g of 6-16 
mesh silica gel with. a.n .:t.ppa.rent den&aity ,1 0 =1. Z to L 3 g/ em 
3 
and a. 
trl\e density jJ::: Z. Z g/cm3 (Grada 4Z. the Davison Chemical 
Company) wu uaed in all of the experiments performed under (a); in 
the experiment• (b), the same aample of 133lg of lZ-mesb qWU"tz sand 
with a denaity oi Z. 6 g/ em 3 (Crystal Silica Company, OcetUlaide. 
California) waa used. 
The system containing alllca gel was prepared for a aeries of 
experiments with each of the adsorbed guea by hea.tin& the reaction 
vessel and ita contents to about B0°C, evacua.ting and fluahin,g the 
5ystem with the saa, a.nci flna.lly allowing the p~yatem to reach equili-
brium at a pressure d. o~ihout one atmosphere and &t a temperature of 
a-bout l.a0°C. The first met~Kaurement o! pressure as a function of time 
was made a.t about 1Z0°C, and succeeding measurements were made at 
fiUCceasively reduced temperaturos using intervals of 15°C to Z0°C 
dns~I•n to .a.bout - 50°C. 
The syatem with quarh aand waa thorou~bKly avacua.ted and then 
flusl-gg~d ·~·ith each of the gases used before p.ar!ormlng an experiment. 
f>. Experimental Cetermination ol Desorption Roi.tea 
Sines tl:w calculatioau given in Appendix A, aa well ae the 
experimental measurements of chamber teD"Jper&ture, indicate that the 
free chamber aases are nearly isothermal for t > 0, Eq. 11 may be 
usod with T=T anci d( TIT )/ dt = 0 for the direct determination of 0 0 
* * b = ri\1t / m 0 = lJ t • Thus b may be derived from the experimental data 
of preseure ae a function of time by uaing tlw expression 
* wh.are 'I = t/t • 
b( I' ) : ..E.. + ~ ( l?... ) p al i' 0 0 ( 18) 
c. Expe:riment&l Results 
'fhe re11ult.a o£ experimental measurements are plotted in Fias. 
3 to 65. The dCt~ in Figs. l. 4 aDd 5 refer to the preeaure drop as a 
function of time during the discharge at co2• Ar • ..nd He. retJpectively. 
from 4 vessel c:ont.Uning no aolid ad•orbent. The dAshed curves were 
c.alculated from the theoretical equ.t.tion for &diAbatic e.Xp411Bion 
(Eq. b) by using theoretical estimatee for tne appllc:a.ble specific heat 
ratios. The values of o were choaan to obuin the beet fit of Eq. 6 
c: 
*' to the experimental curves. The vAlue* oft were computed from 
Eq. 4 by uaing these values of tr • The v&luos of a 4Dd t * are 
c c 
il&nown in the figures. Reference to :t'iga. 3. 4 and 5 shows that the 
theoretical estimates for o apply v~wry closely. at lea.t duriq the 
c 
initial phases of the experiments. 
The reaults shown in Figs. 6 to 18 refer to the pressure drop 
during th$ discllAU"ge of COz when tba rea-ction veasel cOIUalned 6-16 
meah silica gel a.t va.rioWi initial temperatures. Figures 19 to 44 and 
Figs. 45 to 54 contain similar data for Ar a.ncl for He, reepeetlvely. 
The reaults ehown in Figs. 55 to 5U refer to the di char1e of COz, Ar, 
AU<.l lle, when the reaction vessel contained U mesh quart• eancl at 
roo1n temperature initially. The dashed curve& in Fi&•· 6 to 57 
repreeent computer•c:alc:ula.ted. lea.et-equarea fits d. F.q. 8 to the 
experimental curves; the values of b 0 determined in this way ue 
inG.icated in the figure•. The dAshed curve in Fig. sg waa calc::ula.ted 
from the theoretical equation for a isothermal cha.mber without maes 
addition EKt~qK 3) • • The valuea oft were computed ac:cordJ.na to Eq. 4 
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;;..y usiug for 't the a.ppropria.te v.alu• for the ga.a as ca.lcula.ted at Df:~~q • 
0 
... ·aM.:l., 1, U a.r...cl lll .t..nd Fig. 59 ahO'tv a> 0 a~ a. fu:..1.ction of the initial 
Dl:em:pe::r~ture :r 
0 
i.o1· tii® ::::;0 a-• Ar -. ancll'-::.a•ailica gel •yateme. It is 
* &f.•paremt that til~ ern_viri.c&lly detar:mi.ned v.Uuea of b0 : V 0 t , togotber 
~ 
·,>,ci;:l ~:r~e cKalculaKt~d VCl.hAill$ oft , provide an esti:m.ate for the character-
i..:.tic de.$orption frequency • 1 The value of the 1ree cha.rnber volun1e v o· 
'·· 
/ •.;;..neu in .Z:q. 4 for tl~ ova.lU&.tion oft·· was deternrlned by tdldng the 
w.fiereucE: bet";veen the v~-:>luKKn"¥-:: of the rK-~KD!lKction vessel and the volume o£ 
t::KD~ 'betttis. Thol volu.:.--ne o! tl--~ ooi<.dz. indud~lil the pore vohune &nd 
corroapo:nds to the r11tio r~ijg b wher~ n"b b the total nlllaa of the beads; 
t.se density jJ 0 for ailica gel w~• supplied by the manufacturer (l. e., 
;;[·~ · avbon Chemical Co:r.tlp&ny), c:.n.u jJ b for the qua:.:'tz sand wa.s 
..ietarmined by tho author experim~ntcllly uaing ti1e water -displacement 
lnethoO. 
Sxperilueutal curvt.:lt> of the dhne:ti.&ionlona dcsorptioo rate 
h::.:._.i-.dt *, m
0 
aa KlDKlanctioKg~ of tU6 reduc.ou time 1 ~tit"" for the dn~-· 
J.r-. a.nct Le- silica .§iel a ystema have !)ee.n deter minttd b~· using the 
;s' . K:~KKI~n in ciK~ii::K 6 to 54. The reaults may be represented by curvee ol 
b as a functiou 'T' for each gas for a given initial tempertA.ture. Repre-
uer.tative experimental curves of the ill.xr,.et:IJjionle6s desorption rates 
* l'he theoretical e'iuatiou (see .r,;.q. ')} for b( I' )=mdt / m
0 
wa.a 
fitted to each of the experimental curves of b( -r ). l'he fit was 
accomplished by choosing suitable values of the pArAmeter a :c: t * 1 td 
and of tha factor [ 6 E. (1-f) If l (l·b )(1+ A). For Ar and He. the J 0 
theoreticAl CUt" ves of b( 7') fit the experimental curve a very clo•ely 
!or &11 7' , and both a and [ 6 E. {1-f)/f J (1-b")(lt /t.) were, there!CII'e, 
determined aa functio:o.a of the temperature. Figures 61 and 62 8h0\V 
thsoretic..t curves of b( 'I) fitted to r~presenutive experlmant&l 
curvcu for A.r .a.nd He. reapecUvely. 
For co~K the experimental cw·vea wore beet fitted by uaing the 
limitir1.g form of l<:q. 9 for am&ll a (8e*' Appendix:~K Eq. B·Zl). 
';H:>'I>vevcr. the fits were not very good. pa.rticularly at the lower 
tempecra.tures. FtJ.rthermore, only the product [ 6 c (1-f)/f J (1-b0 )(1+A)tf"'a' 
could ·~;te deter:tnined. :Figure 63 shows the theoretical curves d. b('T) 
fitted to ropreaerKKKtc1tiv~ experimental curves of b( 1") for CO;t 
n1e dependence of b0 on temperature for the He-, Az·, .a.nd 
co2-41ilica ~~el systems is given in T .-.ble:a 1, II, and In, respectively, 
aud in Z.'ig. 59, a..nd t~ !actor 6 L (1-f)/ l is d. kno-wn con11te:.nt eq'Wi.l to 
2. 6 (caJ.culatt3d llBing &fpt>..remt density _;? b = l. a5 g/ cm3 1 tr\le density 
jJ :-; Z. Z "/cm3• total metn o! the bea.ds ~ :;:. 696a, and chamber 
voli.4me V ::. lllO em 3) which V.'.a.l!li the same for •11 of the experiment.; 
hence, for He and Ar, h waa possible to determinf.:: a oAnd ~ as functions 
of te:r.npora.ture (see Tables 1 and U), but, !or COl. only the product 
;{"";' (1+ A) wl.lc determined •s a function o£ temper&turlil (aee Table W). 
:.,. lnttsrpr,e_tation of ExP!rimentallleeults in Terms oi l'heoretlca..l 
Bqu.ationa 
Th-e devi.!i.tious of the exporimenu.lly deterznbwd curves of 
}•reaiJu.re aa a function of time, for the discharge of Ar a.nd He from A 
vessel containing no 110lid ad.aorbent, from the theoretical equation for 
a.dia.batic expansion (see Figs. 4 an.d 5} ue probably due to heat 
tr~Cnsfer from the walls of the vessel to the ga.s as the gas cooled. 
Initially, tbe expansion wa.a very nearly adia.batic, but heat transfer 
~gdKll to affect the chamber preaeure for 'I greater than about O. 6. 
The corresponding experimental curve for COC: (eee Fig. 3) suggests 
t:"..at the influence of h.ed tran&fer w.u offset by an incre.ase in o during 
the diecharge (heat tranafer tended to increase the presaure whereas 
cooling tended to increase o ). As the reault of fortuitou. compon-
sation, a very close fit was obtained to the theoretical eq\W.tlon for 
adi.d:-atic exp.z1sion. 
The results shown in Fig. 58 refer to the dischArae of COa, Ar, 
and s~d when the :reaction veeael contained lZ-meeh qu.utz e&nd. The 
broken curve represents the theoretical equation for &n isothermal 
system without mass addition. The relatively am.all differences 
between the experimental curves for tha different gases indicate tb&t 
very little mass addition by deaorption occurred during the experimenta. 
Furthermore, th.t close agreement of the experimental curves with the 
theoretical curve for isothermal gases indicates th4t nearly iaotbermal 
conditions existed in the chamber during the dischArge. The reaulta 
for sand are thus seen to be very different from thoee obtAined with 
IJilic.a. gel where strong adsOI'ptlon and :maaa addition during discharge 
dominated the observed pressure•time behavior (compue Fi&•· 10. 
lB and 50). 
Figure 60 show • repre•ent.a.tive experimental curve• al. the 
dimesnaionleas desorption rate b as a function of the reduced time 
'Y -~ tit''>. As ie to be expected, the reduced desorption ratee increase 
r.lpidly as the temperatures are reduced because la.rger amounts of 
gaa are initially a.daorbed at l<Xl."er temperature•. 
The vcl.lues of a and~ obta.incd oy fitting the theoretical equation 
for tb,e dimensionlese desorption rate b(T} to the experimental 
curves of b( 1 ) for ie are shown in Table I. Earlier experlJD!.;nt& by 
other inv<ntigators indicate that be is not mee.aura.bly adsorbed 
{i.e., A:::: 0) except at very low ternperatures. (6, 7' For A : 0, tbe 
a - ( 19) 
2 (ZO) 
a 
hi , .. > .l ~Kr· in :)1 ... d w C•i 1e. ltl.t1epenuent v. t.ne tempero.ture e ce t oc l/ "J T an 
(X t..JrT. Our experimental values for o. and ~ for ·~{e agree Vlith 
t:'lese finrl.in.gs within the limits o{ experiment..U arror. The percentage 
error in the qi.Ul.ntity (l+ /,) for ;~e h estimated to be about± 15·,;: .• 
'J.'l'l.tl experimental v-.lueas of a and U+ A) were usad in Eq. 19 to 
obtai.il tile ql.WUlt'lty (D + :,.D ). g a Theor<':)tica.l va.htea of the Knudaen 
dif{u$!on coe.f!idont (t; )t. (see Appendix '5) were ea.lcule.ted !ar g neo:r 
<~4C~~ exp.ar\rnent. Loth (D + Af...' ) and o:: )th are presented in g a g. e;,or 
qabl~ I. v, !thin the limite of experhnental error, we obtained the 
(D + AD ) ~ ED~ ' t; a. .u g'theor 
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The percent&ae errcr in the experimental value of (D1+ AD•) 18 at 
leaat aa areat •• the :t: 1R~ error b. (l+A), and the percemaae error 
in (D )th ia eatlmated to be about* l51" (becauae of \11:\certabaty a eor 
in the value ol the pore r&dlue ap). 
The reault1 for Ar lhted in Table U indicate tb&t both a azul ~ 
are functiona of the temperature. Aa1um.iq that A ex:: exp(O/R T), where 
0 h the mow !Leat of adaorptlon, a plot of ln A. &I & function oll/ T 
ahould yield a atraiaht line with dope of Q/R, U Q la ccutant. The 
plot of .fnA aa a fuactton of 1/T for Ar 11 ahown in !'lJ. 64. The elope 
of the daehed Uu throUih theee pointe yielda 0 ~ 4ZOO cal/ mole. In 
the Uteratve, the value of the mol&r heat of adaorption for Ar Oil 
eWca ael le stated to be about JOOO cal/mole. (S) 
The q\\&lltity (D 
1 
+ AD 6 ) fw Ar waa calculated by uaiq Eq. 19 
to& ether with tba experimental value a ol • and U+ A). In addition, 
theoretical valuea of the Kauclaen diffueiOD coefficient (D1)theor for 
Ar were calculated ualna for D 1 the equation alven in Appendix B. 
Both (D + AD ) &Ad (D FK~KK ue Uateci la Table II. The value a of g a 1 ""eor 
(D 0 + AD ) basta. to decreaae rapidly, compared to (D Ft~KK , in the • a 1 ~or 
neiab.borhood ofT ::: wUM~K Tbia chaaae m£Y poaaibly be ex:pla.llled 
by aaaum.iJla that the poroalty ol. tbe aiUca ael, c , t. effectively 
reduced Maauae of the volume occupied by the .adaorbed moleculea. 
For example, the croaa•aection.&l uea of a pore with a radiua of ZO l. 
l• reduced by a factor of (16/ JO)J • 0. 64 due to & alngle au orbed 
layer of molecule• with colli•ioa. diameter• approxf.m.t.tely equal to 4 .R • 
-··-
Since (l+A) la proportional to 1/ C. , (D + AD ) la abo proportional to fl • 
1/ e. hee .Eq. 19). Therefore, a reduction ln e aa the temperature 
decreaae • (l. •· , a a the &mO\Ult of adaorptlon lncreaaea) wo\lld reault 
lD larger value• for (D8+ ADa) thaa thoae which were obtained lD 
Table D by U8la1 a coutu.t value of e . 
The perceDtqe error in the q-.ntlty (l+A) for Ar ia eatimated 
to be about± 5 to :t: 1M~K The perceDt&ge error lD the experimental 
value of (D
1
+ AD6 ) la at leaat •• areat aa the percentage error Ia the 
quantity (l+A), ADd &Jain the unc:ert&laty in (D )th ia eatimated to g eor 
be about :1: as~K 
The re aulta in Table a 1 ad D lDdicate that aa the temperatvea 
are lncreued, tbe v&luea of • azul (l+A) for Ar apprOAch the corre• 
aponct.1q v&lUAta of • &Ad (l+A) for He. Tbla la to be expected becauae 
(a) &a tbt tempel'&turea ue lncreaaed, the amount of M lnt.tlally 
ada orbed become• very amall (l. •· , A - 0), and (b) for A - 0, • 
• z 
approachea tbe value t D 
1
/a (aee Eq. ZO) which is ladependeDt of 
molecular weiahl and le, therefore, the a&m8 for aaaea with tbe aame 
value of the ratio of apeclltc he&ta '1 (aee Eq. 4 u.d tbe equatloa for 
n
8 
1D AppeadJa B). 
A• W&l indicated ln Sectloa m-e, the product 11/Ci'(l+A) waa 
cletermbled experimeatally for COz• Relerencea i and 9 iadlcate tbat 
the value of!! few COz at l50°C la approximately the SAine AI the value 
of~ for Ar at -ZZ°C; tbe experlm.eat&l reaulta for Ar 1D Table II a how 
that A-=== 16 At T0 = -ll°Cl heace, we may aeaume that A>> 1 for co1 
in the temperatve raqe from ·50°C to 1Z0°C. Ualna Eq. 19, the 
product ..JCi'(l+ A) may be written aa 
* 1/Z 
[
t (1+ A)(D + AD )] ~El+AF = j a 
a 
or, for A >> 1, 
* 1/ z 
[
t A(D -f AI:> ) J 
..rc (1+ A) ~ . & ~·z··--ig . (Z l) 
Aaa\U'ning that D << AD , Eq. Zl become• g • 
(ZZ) 
Subatltutina Da = (conatant) .fT' exp(-EJ R T), (lO) where E is the molar 
Activation energy l~ aurface diffuaion1and A= (c011atant) exp(Q/RT) 
into Eq. lZ yielda the following temperature dependence for ..rG (1+ A): 
In thia caae, a graph of .ln [ ifel(l+A)] a.s a function of 1/T ahould 
yield a atraight line with elope [ O·(E/ Z)] /R. 
(Z3) 
Eq. Zl reducea to 
(Z4) 
Again aubaUtuting A = (conatant) ex.p(Q/RT) and uatna the proportionality 
D ex: "./ T'in Eq. Z4, we find g 
~El+AF ex: exp(Q/ ZR.T). (ZS) 
·50-
ln tbia caae, a ara.ph of ln [ .JCI(l+A)] as a function of 1/T ahould yield 
A atra.ight lizut with elope Q/ Zit. 
Figure 65 shows tbe experimental results !or Cl~ plotted in tho 
form of In [ ~El+AFz aa a function of 1/T. A •tralght line with a 
alope of 1400°K may 'be drawn through the pointe for T > 300°K. Heoce 
Eq. (25) impllea tb&t 
Q ~ 5800 cal/ mole forD >>AD I a (l-6) 
and, becauae E b neceaaarUy smaller than Q, Eq. ~P lmpllea that 
Q ~ 5800 cal/mole forD << AD • g a (Z7) 
The t.mperature dependence of the beat of .a.daorptioa of. CO z on 
aillca gel baa been inveatigated by KAlberer and Schuster. CS) For 
preaaurea much smaller than one atmosphere, they obtalDtd 7%00 
cal/mole at 0°C and 5370 cal/mole at 75°C ··a decreaae of 1830 
cal/ mole for a temperature increase of 75°C. For preeeures near 1/ ~ 
atrnoaphere. they obtained about 6300 c&l/mo1e At 0°C and &bout 
5600 cal/mole at 75°C ·-a decreaae of 700 c&l/mole for a temperature 
lncreaae of 75°C. ln our experimenta, the preaaure varied from about 
740 mm Hg to 100 mm Hg; hence, eatim.atea for tho heata of deao.rption 
baaed on literature data are about 6600 ul/mole for T ~ -40°C and 
&bout 5100 cal/mole for T = U0°C and are. therefore. in fair agreement 
with our experimentally determined reaulta. 
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APPENI.1X A 
APPROXIMATE JUSTI.FICAUON OF THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE 
SILICA CEL·CAS SYSTEM REMAINS EFFECTIVELY ISOTHERMAL 
Furn&s(ll) etudled experimentally the he&t tr&llefer rates from a 
stream ofbe&ted gases to a bed of particles in a cylindrical pipe. The 
pa:.r-tlclea were initially at & uniform temperature T 0 • The temperature 
ot the aa• at the pipe entr&nce wa• constam a.nd equal to T 1 > T 0 • 
The outside s•rface of the pipe was insulated; hence, as t --- oo, the 
temperature of the entire bed oLpproached Tr The heat transfer 
coefficient determined under these conditions should oLpproximflte 
closely the he&t tr&nafer coefficient in our experiments. Furnas 
used experimental mea11urementa of the temperature of the gas &t the 
pipe exit, together with the theoretical rtuults of Schumann, (lZ) to 
determine the dependence of the beat transfer coefficient per cm3 of 
3 0 bed h (ln cal/ em •sec- C) on velocity v (in em/sec), temperature T 
(in °K), putlcle diameter d (in em), and fractional void f of the bed. 
His expres1ion for the heat tranefer coefficient is 
z 
B(v/lOOO)o. 7 To. 3 101. 68£-3. 56f h = - -.r-::-O---------du.9 (A-1) 
where tbe velocity v refers to flow in the empty pipe &nd B is a constant 
which depends on the physical properties ol the particles. 
Ae a re&aona.ble first a.pproxim&iloo, we assume that the velocity v 
in our experiments v&ries lineuly with the distance x !rom the bottom d. 
• 
-sa-
the reaction vessel, via., 
X 
v = VI. 1 (A-Z) 
where vi. b the velocity at x = I. =tho length of the chamber. .But 
where j'JI. and A are, respectively, the gas density and cross-sectional 
are& of the reaction vessel and mi. is tl:-..e masa flow r.a.te &t x = I.. The 
beat transfer rate from the particles to the g .. u in the volume A dx 4t 
xla 
. 
dQ = hAA T dx cal/ sec (A-3) 
where ~q ls taken to be the effective difference ln the temperature 
between the bea.d surf.e.c:e and the surrounding gas [ i. e., t.> T='f d(&, t) -1] • 
Combinins Eqe. A•l, A-l., and A-3 and substituting the representative 
z 
v.&luea A= 85 em , I. = 13 em. d = 0. l.4 em, f = 0. 5, T0 = 300°K, 
• B = 0. 007, v1 = 32 em/sec for Ar, v1 ::x 100 em/ sec !or i:-lio, and 
vI. :: 28 em/sec for col. into the reaultlng equation yields, after 
integration over the length I. of the chamber, the results 
r 7. 4 t:. T c-.1./sec for Ar, 
Q .:: ~ 16. 6 i:. T c&l/ sec for i~eK 
/ 6. 5 AT call sec for co2. l 
(A-4) 
(ll) -
• The v&lue B = 0. 007 applies to limestone. Furna.s used particles of 
iron ore, coal, coke. and limestone and found th£t th.0 v&lues of 1; 
ranged from 0. 014 for lron ore to &bout 0. 005 lor coke. 
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From Eq. 17 we find thAt the ra.te of heat addition neceeea.ry to 
maintain tbe ey etem le other m&l i • 
p v ( t ) Q = + (1-b ) exp - * 
t 0 t 
58 exp (- {-) 
t 
cal/ sec for Ar, 
= lOO exp (- ~F cal/ uec for ne, 
t 
Z5 exp (· ~F 
t 
cal/ &ec for col' 
(A-5) 
for typlc.&l experiments at T 0 = 300°K in which p0 = 1 atm, V = 555 cm
3
, 
* • * t ::: 0. 19 and b = 0. 19 for Ar, t = 0. 06 and b = 0. lfor He, and t = 0. ll 
and b = 0. 6 for co2. Since the rate of heat addition nec:eaea.ry to 
maintain the ey1tem i~totbermal ia the maximum rate of heat tra.nafer, 
we may obtain upper limite for AT by equating Eqs. A-4 And A-5; 
~q < 
* 0 (58/7.4)exp(-t/t) CforAr, 
(200/16. 6) exp( -t/t *> °C for He, 
* 0 (ZS/6. 5) oxp(-t/t ) C for COz. 
'!ot.ldng the averages of both sides of the above inequ&litiea over the 
perlod of time t1 for typical experiments, and denoting the tlme 
avera.ge of AT by AT: we find that 
-L:..T < 
Z°C for Ar. 
4°C for He, 
the teat dura.tiona were 
(A-6) 
0. 60 sec for Ar, 
t1 = 0. 15 sec for He, 
0. 60 sec for COz• 
and correspond, appr oxhnately, to the dur.ation o! sonic conditione in 
the nozzle throat. The v.Uues obtained ln Eq. A-6 &.re constAnt, to 
within about one degree, for initial chamber temperatures in tbe range 
l30°K to 390°K. 
Equation A-6 la an expres8ion for the time average o1 tile 
temperature difference between the be•d surfc.t.ce .and the gas. But we 
are actually interested in the tempera.ture drop of the gas during the 
course ot a run, i. e. , in the quantity ( T 
0
- T) whic b may be written as 
(T
0
·T) = [ T
0
-Td.(a,t)J + [Td.(a,t)·T]. (A•7) 
Two phenomena determine the value of the first term, viz., the surfca.ce 
temperature of the bead decreases (a) beca.uae of energy loss by con-
vection to the gas &nd (b) becauae oi endothermic desorption ol gas from 
the bead. These two effects wlll be assumed to be additive, l. e., we 
write 
(A-8) 
where the flrat term la a.aaociated with heat lose by convection and the 
second term with the heat of desorption. 
An upper limit to AT h may be obtained by solving the thermal 
diffusion equation in a apb.erlc&l bead using aa boundary condition a 
constant rate of energy lose from each be4d of 
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(A-Sl 
where 0 b given by Eq. A• 5 and N reprtHumt• the total number of bect.da 
in the chamber. Since Eq. A- 5 correaponda to the m.a.ximurn rate of 
energy loa a for maintAining bother mal gaaea, we obta.in an upper limit 
for AT h" We find from Eq. A•9, for N = 7. 6 x 104 (with rr;, == 696g, 
Jb = 1.ZSg/cm3, and a= 0. 1'1. em) that 
q = 
l. 3 X 10-o4 C&l/ 88C for Ar, 
9. 6 x 10- 4 ca.l/aec for He, 
-4 1. 1 x 10 c&l/ sec for co2• 
The solution ol the be&t tranafor problem outlined 4bove ie(lJ) 
( [ = E-:K~:~F l a> ___9._ 3t 4 z... \ 
,:-, T h = ;;;:z- jJ Cp& + "'5tt - "1t L 
n=l 
(A-10) 
(A-U) 
wher., jJ, cp' a, and k are, reapective1y, the deneity, he4t co~KpacityI 
radiua, and thermal conductivity of th.e be._d, dU'ld the quantitiea an are 
the poaitive roota c4 the ch.uacterhtic equation tan(a ) = a • For 
n n 
o (l·H . 3 
.! = 0. 12 em, k = 0. 00035 c.a.l/ cm-s•c- C, j = 2. l.g/ em , 
cp = 0. 22 cal/ g• °C, (l-4) and t = 0. 6 Qec for Ar a.nd CO 2 and t = 0. 15 sec 
for He, Eq. A·llle4ds to the result 
0. 1 "c ·ur Ar, 
0. I. vC for Oe, 
0 0. 05 C for co2• 
(A-12) 
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'The drop in surface temperatW"e oi the bead .0. T d associated with 
til~~ heat of desorption depends on the rates and heats at the desorption 
process. If very little gaa h adsorbed &nd deaoroed from the solid, 
as in the experiment& with Be, then .:...r d will be .&pproxima.tely zero. 
U •ignilicant adsorption oc:c:w-a, we mufit investigate the rel.&tive 
magnitude of gaseous diffusion compared to surface diffusion (aee 
Appendix B) before a.n estimate of AT d ca.n be made. It is clea.r th&t 
.&ny eatimate of A.T d will be very crude; however, l! it is assumed thAt 
desorption occurs uniformly within the bea.d, CJ. I'd md.Y be estimAted 
using 
(A-13) 
where "'b and cp are, respectively, the tot.t.l mc&.8a and the hea.t 
ccr.pacity al. tbe beC~I Qd la the molu heat of adsorption, md la the 
rn&ea a1. gaa deaorbed during the teat duration tf of an experiment, 
&ud W la the molecular weight ol the gas. The v&lues of md may be 
estimated using the experimentally determined v&luea of b = mdt./m 0 0 
ilven in T :~Kblee I, U, and lll and in Fig. 59, i .•. , 
rhe he&t8 of adsorption are, (IS, 16) approximately, 
6600 cal/ mole for CO z at -40 °C, 
5100 c&l/ mole for co2 &t U0°C, 
3000 c&llmole for Ar &t 0°C, 
140 c.a.ll mole for He at 4°1~K 
CA-14) 
(A-15) 
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Substlt\ltlng Eq. A•l<4 .u1d Eq. A-15 together with p 0 = 1 atm, 
rr;, = 696g. ep = o. 2l cal/ g-°C, and 
• t :: 
0. ~<4 sec for COl at -o40°C, 
0. J.9 sec for COz a.t 120°C, 
0. 20 sec for Ar at 0°C, 
0. 06 sec for He at 0°C, 
into Eq. A•l3 we obtain 
l°C for C02 &t -40°C, 
0 0 0. 6 C for co2 at lZO C, 
0. 4°C for Ar at 0°C, 
MeaaureJMnh of the umperature decrease of the ga•-slllca gel 
system after the completion of each run, uaing a number of thermo-
couples at varloua locations in the chamber, indicated that the 
0 temperAture drop for COz was about 3 C &tan initial tem~rature of 
ll5°C and about 10°C at an initial temperature of -36°C. For Ar and 
He, on the other hand, the ~IemperCture decrease was found to be 
About one °C at .&11 huti .. l temperatures. These measurements 
suggest that the effects of the heats o£ desorption are not lct.rge. 
The experimental measurements o! cb&mber preeaure &a 4 
fWlction of Ume for the C02-, Ar·, &nd He•qU£rtz sand systems agree 
well with the theoretlca.l curve for An isothermal system without mass 
addition (see Fig. 58). In other word•, systems for which very little 
desorption occurs are nearly isotherm&!, in accord with the resulte 
derived ln Eqe. A-6 and A-l.Z. 
The analyeh and experh:nonta.l data indica.te (a) that the tempera• 
ture of tho beada 18 appr axlnv.toly constant and equ&l to T 0 durlna a 
run aKr~d (b) that heat trc~KnKsfer rates cU'I! suffidently high to m&intoi.ln the 
syatem effectively isothermal. It la &pp&rent that a. re&lly quantitative 
&n&lyst. ol the heat tranefer problem require• •olution of the complete 
set of equation& describing ths uy stem. subject to the applicable 
boundAry condition•. 
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APPENDIX B 
DETERMINAnON OJ" THE OV.El\ALL RATE OJ" DESORPTION OF 
GAS FROM HIGHLY POROUS SPHERES 
It h asoumed that the deaorptlon of aas from & hiahly porous 
sphere obeya the apberically aymmetrlc dlffualon equation. In 
partlcu.L&r. we aaaume that the radius of the a.ver&ge pore in the aolid 
la amall compared to the mean free pAth in the gas bu.t Lt.rge comp.&red 
to the d.imenalone of a molecule ao tbat Knudsen or free molecule flow 
• occur 8 in the saa. 
Since the aurface concentration of ad.aorbed molecule• depends 
on tbe preaaure, a pressure gr&d.ient ln the a•• phase will, in general, 
give rile to a concentra.tion grAdient in the adsorbed phaae. We &aaume 
that .flow of gas 1n a porous aolld occurs by diffuaion in the gas phase 
(Knudsen dlffuaion) and by surface diffusion in the adsorbed phue. ( 3• lS) 
Tt...e assumption that the pore radius is large compared to the dimen-
sions ot & molecule lmplles that the thic:kneaa of the adsorbed LJ.yer 
remains negligibly small comp4red to the pore diameter. A schemAtic 
Assuming tb&t the pores are cylindrical and have a. small radiu• com-
pared to the me&n free path of the gas molecule •, the Knudaen diffuai on 
coefficient may be approximated, according to the kinetic theory of (17) -gasea, by the relation 
z -D ==-wa v i ~ p 
where ap la a rad.iua of the cylindrical pores, v=(8R T /v)11 z ie the 
average molecular velocity of a perfect aa• accord!~ to kinetic 
theory, and T repreaenta the abaolute temperature ol. the ga•. The 
ra.tlo ap/ ~ (where A b the mean free path at S. T. P.) for silica gel 
with pore radiue &p Z:do-7cm(14) la eetimated to be about 4xlO·l. 
It can be aeen that D g_ depend• on molecular weight but not on molecular 
alze. If the pore racliue ia not large compared to the dimension• of a 
molecule. the flow must depend on molecular aize and Knudaen 
diffuaion no longer a.ppllea. 
diagram of a typical pore in a highly poroua apherical particle le shown 
in Fig. B-l. 
Th.e dif!u.t.on equation& may be written a.s 
(B·l&) 
and 
(B-lb) 
where J
4 
ia the maas of adscrbed ga.a per unit volume of adsorbent, 
} 
8 
is the maaa ol. the gaaeoua phase per unlt volume of adsorbent, D g 
and D& are, reapoctively, the Knudaen dlffualon coefficient and the 
apparent aurface diffualon coefficient, and G repr esenta the rate of 
ma.aa tranller per unit volume from the adaorbed phaae to the gaa 
. 
phaae within the poroua aoltd (thua G ia positive for deaorpUon and 
negative fer adaorption). In Eqa. B-la and .B-lb it ha• been Aaaumed 
(a) tb&t D and D are independent of concentra.tion, (b) that the a a 
poroaity c , defined aa the pore volume divided by the total volume 
of the apbere, ia independent of r, (c) that the pore radiua a.p is 
uniform throughout the sphere, and (u) that the adaorbed molecule& 
on the pore walla are limited to a monolayer. Adding Eqa. B·lA and 
B·lb, we obtain 
(B-l) 
. 
thua eliminating G from the eqUAtiona. 
ln the following analyala, we aaaume (lor justification, aee the 
remarka followlni Eq. B-13) that the adeorbed ph.&ae find the gas are 
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Gas molecules adsorbed on external surface are 
negligibly small in number compared to the 
number of molecules adsorbed on the pore walls 
within the solid. 
,-
1 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Gas molecules adsorbed on pore 
walls; Pa(r, t) is the average 
concentration of the adsorbed 
molecules in g/cm3 of adsorbent, 
where r = radius from the center 
of the particle. The corresponding 
density of molecules in the gas 
phase pot shown in the figure) 
within the pores is P g(r, t)o 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Enlarged section of pore I 
opening at external I 
surface of the particle. 
L._ ___ _ 
_j 
External surface of 
spherical porous particle. 
Typical pore with 
average radius ap. 
Fig" B-1. Schematic diagram of a typical pore in a highly 
porous spherical particle of radius a. 
in equilibrium at all tlmea and that the relation 
(B-3} 
applies. Here A = (conatant) [ exp(Q/R T) J ie a function c4 the tempera-
ture ?lith Q representing the molar beat of adsorption; J3 te also a 
fWlction of the temperature. 
Combining ~qaK B-Z and B-3, w1dor isothermal conditione, 
yiel~ the result 
(B-4) 
where 
D +AD 
_ s a 
D = l+A 
The applicable boundary conditione are 
(B-5) 
where a b the radius of the aphere, ,o ia the initial density ci gas 
- I 0 
external to the sphere, &nd ~EtF is the vari&ble exterJW.l denelty of 
the gas. Equation B·-4 ma.y now be solved with the re•ult(l9 ) 
Q) { t ZED n nwr Z Z 
... -r& L (·1) nw (sin-;:-) exp(•n 1i' t/td) f [j(x)·j0 ] 
n:l 0 
l l } exp( n w x/ t d ) dx (B-6) 
where td:: az/D. When the external concentration vuiea a.ccord.ing to 
Eq. 8, viz., 
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then Eq. B-6 leada to the re•ult 
-1 +.! 
r 
oln ( 5 ~ ) [ ( t ) J {t; exp • ;'" 
sin \)? 
nwr a l t (ain-) exp(-n 1r -) 
.. td 
z £t* 
n(n 'I' - -1) 
td 
l'h.e rate of maae diffueion acroaa the surface of • single sphere is 
which becomes, 1n vlew of Eq. B-7 
00 
-a L 
n=l 
(B-8) 
By writing a Fourier eerlea for cot (.J" td/t •)x &nd aetting x=l. we 
obtain 
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Hence Eq. B-8 may be rewritten as 
00 
m :a 8wa(l-b ) ~ f) (D +AD ) \ 
o Fo g a L 
n=l 
exp ( .. -?"J -oxp ( -nawz ~F 
z z t. (n 11' r -1) 
d 
The total rate of mass addition from .N spheres is 
• N" ( ~ ) • md = m = 4 3 m ~ 1f& !y~ 
(B-9) 
(1\-10) 
(B-11) 
where "'\ and }Jb are, respectively, the totc~KKl mass and the apparent 
density of the spheres. Substltutina Eq. B-10 into Eq. B-11 we obtain 
the desired result, viz. , 
exp (· ?-J -oxp (-nz,z i;) 
-
( ·- ,.)) 1..;•4&. 
or 
I Z Z t ·l ) \n 11' t. 
d 
where (1•{), f is equal to p M~/ Kfy~mM if!_ ia the fractional void in 
the bed. 
For the case where very little gas 1e &daorbed, we set A=O in 
z Eq • .B-13 and td = a to
1
• For slplfic&Dt adsorption but ADa<< D 
1
• 
l z td =a (l+A)/ D ; ilnally, for D <<AD , td :::=a (l+A)/ AD • g 1 a a 
lA conclualon, lt la appropriate to justify the uae of Eq • .B- 3. 
It hu been found experimentally thAt the ad.aorption iaotherms of Ar 
and co1 on ai.Uca gel &re appr oxl.rn&tely linear over & wide range of 
preaaUI"e&. (.10, Zl) The multimolec::ula.r adaorption theory of Brunauer, 
Emmett and TeUer(ZZ) provide& a general equAtion which, under 
certain ccmdltiona, &lao yields a lineAr isotherm over a wide r&Jlie ol 
pressures (see, for e:u.mple, ref. ~PI Fia. Xl-8, on p. 479). In 
partic:u.l&r, a linear isotherm ls obeorved when the heat of adsorption 
in the second and succeeding layers is approxim&tely equal to the heat 
of adaorptlon ln the first layer. l. e •• multilayer adsorption occurs to 
some extent before the bare surface la covered with a monolayer. ln 
other words, the uae of Eq. :8·3 does not neceas&rily imply mono-
molecular adsorption. Direct experimental justification is provided, 
for exa.mple, by the fact that Eq. B-3 holds for adsorption of co2 on 
aUlc::a gel after the monolayer baa been filled. (Zl, 24) It should be noted, 
however, the& the theory which has been developed from Eqs. B-la. and 
.B-lb ls valid only for monomolecular adaorptlon. 
The following limiting cases of Eq. E·l3 are of aome interest • 
• For the caae where t ltd<< 1, the discharge time i.a much aborter 
than the diffueion time. Since t • is small, the external density drops 
rapidly to the value jJ I/' 
0 
= b
0 
(see Eq. 8). Equation B-13 may 
be rewritten in the form 
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. , _ ~~1-exp [-tanzwz-l)T'Jl 
S(-r, a 1 = a L 2 2 . 
ns.1 (• n 11' ·1) 
Dif!erentiatlng S(,.. ;o ) with respect to -r yields 
or, 
dS 
cr;:. 
00 
\ z 2. 
= o exp( 1"') L exp(•a n 11' 'T') 
n=l 
For very small 4, we may evaluate the sum by uaing the Euler-
Maclaurin eum formula with the result 
z z z 2. 1 00 r L exp( -• n 11' ,.. ) = exp( -• n w 'T )dn+ l 
n=O 0 
whence it follows that 
Q) 
\ 2. 2. 1 1 L exp( -• r1 w 1) = + 1· 
n=O w~ 
(B-14) 
(B -15) 
(.3 -16) 
(B-17) 
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Substituting Eq • .B•l8 into Eq. :a-16 we find, for sufficiently small 
values of a.,... , 
clS 1 (C' exp( -r- ) 
err- = lli"'i 1{?- • (B-19) 
From l:q. B•lS, 1t can b4l eeen that the value of S(1"' ;a) at T = 0 l8 equal 
to zero; hence, we may integrate Eq. B-19 to obtAin S('1" ;a) as follows: 
7" 
S('T';a) ~ ~ r!:f exp(t'! 
,.\}-; ~ 
0 
EB-~MF 
The intesral ill Eq. ·a-zo t. t&l'tul&ted in ret. zs. Substitutina Eq. B-ZO 
into Eq. B•l4 yield.& the desired result 
fi 
b~ 6£ (!j!-) (l-b
0
)(l+A) ~ exp(-7') I exp(t2)dt 
0 
for small a. 
(B·Zl) 
• For the c&ae where t ltd >> 1, the process o£ mass addition by 
diffWJion occur• very rapidly compared with the discharge rate and 
the density within the pore• clecreaaea nearly as rapidly aa the external 
denalty, l. •·, the rate of desorption la determiued by the external 
~naityK Fort > 0, Eq. B-13 then bec.ornea, approxlm.&tely, 
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APPENDIX C 
DEIUVA'l10N OF THE ENER.GY EQUATION 
Conaider a vesael cout&ininl&&• and bead• from which auea 
&re desOI"bed while gaa flow occur• Cb.rough a de Laval noz•le. We 
conatruct a aurface S(t) boUDding the volume V(t) in which the aaa•bead 
ayatem la c:omalJJAd. In thla manner, we construct .. tbermodyD&mic 
ayatem ccmta.balq uniformly dbtributed aourcea. Applyina t~ firat 
l.t.w of turmodyD&mica, we may write the expression 
c:orreapondina to the .ta.tement 
lncreaae in energy ol. the ayatem = energy eurplled to tho 
ayatem throuah the boundaries or from imbedded sources 
+ work doDe on the ayetem. 
Here tbl d.me derivative la the Euler time derivative following the fluid, 
e z internal enerJY per unit ma.••• vz/ ~=kinetic enerJY per unit maaa. 
mdcpT d repreaenta the rate of energy addition from the uniformly dia-
trlbuted source a at the temperature T d a.asodated with desorptloa of 
gaa at the temperature T d' v = veloc.Uy ot the a••· q • rate ol beAt 
addition per unit volume ol gas, r::r :~ atreaa tensor (with components 
<T ij= •p 61j+ 'tJ' where I ij:: ljth component of the viocoua atre•• 
ten a or and • p £ lJ :c ljth component of the pre aaure ten a or), and n = 
outward directed normal to S(t). Ulling the aener&l rel&tion(Z6) 
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1t I j) f(x, t) dV • I ;0 ¥ dV 
V(t) V(t) 
we obt~n the identity 
d f z f d z Tt p (e + T)dV = P cff ( e + T ) dV • 
V(t) V(t) 
Furthermore, using the continuity equation 8;0/Bt + \1. ( ;0 v) = 0 
.u1d noting that d/dt : 8J8t+ v .v , we find that 
f a J z :: ft.[_,o ( e + T ) J dV + ; ( e + T ) v . n dS 
sE~ pE~ 
whert') Gauaa•a theorem baa been applied. Neglecting ahearing st:reaaee, 
Eq. C·l bec:omaa, therefore, 
J vz - -- )J (e + T) v . n dS. (C·Z) 
S(t) 
It ia now convenient to chooae S(t) &e the eur face bounding the 
chamber volume V • We may then integrate the term a.ppea.ring on the 
left-hand. aide of .Eq. C-Z over the uniform cont&tnor. Thua, we :lind 
for the intear&l the result 
if m denotes the total maas of free ga. in the coDt&iner at &ny time 
. 
and Q repreaata the total rKa~ of beat addition to the volume V • It is 
apparel&t that v :r 0 everywhere on S(t} except where mass ie leavina 
from tiM chamber. Hence 
I pv. idS • I 
S(t) S(t) 
for ideal gaaea where the subscript.!. identifiea the uniform conditioca 
&t the exit plAne and m. represents tba mass now rate out of tbe 
control volume V (which equals the masa diacb.a.rge ra.te throuah the 
de L&v&l noaale). Similarly, 
f z z z n(e + '!..,..) v. i dS :: (e + !..-) m :;: (c T + !,....) m :a c Tm r • •• e v ••• v e 
S(t) 
elnce the tr.&uLidonal energy per unit m&lla &t the exit pl£ne of tho 
volume V is negligibly small compared with the internal energy per 
tmit maas at the same location. 
lDtrod\ICing the precediDJ relAtions into Ei• C-Z, wo obtain the 
desired result, via., 
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Table I. • Valuee of the parameters b , tl = t ltd, and (1 +A) obtained (.) 
by fittir,g Eqe. 8 and 9 to the experimental data for He. 
T(°K) axlOZ 3 3 bo (l+ A) (D +AD )xlO (D )th X 10 i Z a g eor (c:m Ieee:) z (c:m I sec:) 
ZZl 0.095 8. 0 o. 7 ll. z 14. 5 
.&'.37 0. lll 5. 0 l. 0 11. z 15. 0 
ZSl o. 103 5.0 1. 0 11. 0 15. 4 
268 o. 088 9.0 o. 7 14. 4 15. 9 
279 o. 114 5. 0 l. 0 1l. 1 16. 2 
296 o. 110 s. 8 1. 1 14. 5 16. 7 
32 ... 0.099 8. 0 o. 8 16. 1 17. 5 
337 0. llZ 6. 0 1. 0 15. 7 17. 8 
362 0. lOS 6. 0 o. 9 14. 8 18. 5 
389 0. 105 5. 0 1. 0 13. 6 .19. 1 
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Table U. Value• of the para rnetert b
0
, 11 = t *td' and (t ·U\} obtained 
by fitting Eqe. 8 and 9 to the experimental data for Ar. 
T(°K) bo cx103 (1+ A) (D +AD )xl03 (D gFtheo~r ¥103 B l a (em /aec) z (em /aoc) 
zas 0.3U o. ~ 50 o. 7 4.6 
l3l O.l96 o. l 43 o. 6 4. 7 
l39 o.zao o. l •H o. 6 4. 7 
251 o. l59 .l. 0 17 l. z 4.9 
Z55 MK~R4 l. 0 16 1. l 4. 9 
267 0.240 2. 0 u l. 6 5. 0 
267 0.239 l. l 14 l. l 5. 0 
lSi 0. Zll 7. 0 5. 3 z.. 7 5. 1 
288 o. 189 1Z. 0 3. 8 3. 4 5. l 
Z96 0. 187 10. 0 l. 9 3. 0 5. 3 
l96 o. 193 10. 0 4. 0 3. 0 5. 3 
1.97 o. 179 1~K 0 3. 4 3. 0 5. 3 
31Z o. 189 6.0 5. 0 l..4 5. 4 
319 o. 172 .!0.0 z. 8 4. 3 5. 5 
319 o. 169 20.0 z.. 6 4.0 5. 5 
325 o. 170 20.0 l. 6 4. 1 5. 5 
333 0. 165 z.o.o l. 6 4. 1 5. 6 
334 0. 161 18. 0 z. 6 3. 8 5. 6 
345 0. 162 zo.o l. 5 4. 1 5. 7 
353 0. 152 lO.O 2. 3 3. 9 s. 8 
353 o. 142 zo.o 2. 2 3. 6 5. 8 
363 o. 143 lO. 0 z. 1 3. 6 5. 9 
370 o. 142 zo. 0 
'· z 3. 7 5. 9 
378 o. 147 zo. 0 t. 3 3. 9 6. 0 
379 0. 14Z 24.0 t. 0 ... 0 6. 0 
383 0. 114 za. o 1.6 4.0 6. 0 
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112 1'able III. Values of the parameter• b
0 
and a (l+A) obtained by 
fitting Eqe. 9 and IJ-21 to the experimental data for co2. 
T(°K) b a 112(1+ A) 
0 
237 0.684 3. 0 
248 0. 69Z 3. 1 
260 0. 669 z. 9 
274 0.660 z. 8 
294 o. 600 2. 1 
305 o. 584 Z.l 
306 o. 593 z.o 
333 o. 515 1. 5 
351 o. 461 1. l 
364 0. 423 1. 1 
378 0. 379 o. 9 
390 o. 356 0.8 
390 o. 367 0.8 
2.0 
1.5 
"tS 
'8 1. 0 
0.5 
0 
0 0.5 
Fig. 1. 
1.0 1.5 
• T = t/t 
2.0 2.5 3.0 
The desorption rate ni.d as a function of the reduced time 
T = tit*. The following values were used for the parameters 
in Eq. (9): m 0 = 0.89 g, t* = 0.190 sec, f = 0.5, c = 0.43, 
b 0 = 0. 19 3, ( 1 + A) = 4. 0, and t *It d = 0, 0 1. 
3.5 
I 
--.J 
0" 
I 
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(4) 
(10) (7) 
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing the apparatus 
used for experimental measurements. 
(1): reaction vessel; (2): de Laval nozzle; (3): rapidly 
opening valve; (4): dump tank; (5 ): oscilloscope; 
(6): Strain-gage pressure transducer; (7): heating or 
cooling bath; (8): 100 mesh screen; (9): three-way 
stopcock; (1 0): dry ice trap for removal of water. 
(5) 
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0 
Experimental curve for t * = 0. 465 sec and p = 745 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = z.z.oc. 0 
0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 
* ,. = t/t 
0 
Theoretical curve calculated by using 
Eq. (6) with y = 1. 34. 
c 
2. 0 2.4 2.8 
* Fig. 3. The reduced pressure p/p
0 
a• a function of the reduced time ,. =tit 
for COz discharging from a vessel containing no •olid adsorbent. 
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• Experimental curve for t = 0. 413 sec and p = 
initial temperature T = ZZ°C. 0 
0 
Theoretical curve calculated by using 
Eq. (6) withy = 5/3. 
c 
746 mm Hg; 
L ... ___l_ __ t 
0 0.4 
Fig. 4. 
0.8 1.2 1.6 
• T = t/t 
2.0 2.4 2.8 
The reduced pressure p/p as a function of the reduced time T = t/t * 
0 
for Ar discharging from a vessel containing no solid adsorbent. 
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Fig. 5. 
• Experimental curve fort = 0. 131 sec and p = 747 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = ZZ°C. 0 
0.8 l.2 
0 
Theoretical curve calculated by using 
Eq. (6) withy = 5/3. 
c 
l.6 
• ,. = t/t 
2. 0 2.4 2.8 
The reduced pressure p/p
0 
as a function of the reduced timeT ='tit • for 
He discharging from a vessel containing no solid adsorbent. 
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Figo 6o 
0.8 
Experimental curve for t * = O.Z4Z sec and p = 756 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = -360C. 0 
0 
Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b = 0. 684. 
0 
1.2 1.6 
• T = t/t 
2. 0 2.4 2.8 
• The reduced pressure p/p as a function of the reduced time T :: t/t for 
0 
COz discharging from a vessel containing silica gel of mesh size 6-l6o 
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~ • Experimental curve for t = 0. Z37 sec and p = 746 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = -Z5°C. 0 
0 
-= --=:::: ------ - - -
Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b s 0. 69Z. 
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0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 
* ,.. = tit 
2.0 2.4 2.8 
* Fig. 7. The reduced pressure p/p
0 
as a function of the reduced time 'f = t/t for 
C02 discharging from a vessel containing silica gel of mesh size 6-16. 
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Experimental curve for t * = 0. Z32 sec and p = 743 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T 
0 
= -13oc. 0 
- ---
Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b = 0. 669. 
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1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 
'f = tit • 
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Fig. 8. The reduced pressure p/p
0 
as a function of the reduced time 'f =tit* for 
C02 discharging from a vessel containing silica gel of mesh aize 6-16. 
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Calculated curve using Eq. {8) with b = 0. 660. 
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Fig. 9. 
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• ,. = tit 
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• The reduced pressure p/p
0 
as a function of the reduced time ,. :a: t/t for 
C02 discharging from a vessel containing silica gel of mesh size 6-16. 
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Fig, 10. 
. * Experimental curve fort = 0, 219 sec and p = 746 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = 21°C, 0 
0 
Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b = 0. 600. 
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* The reduced pressure p/p as a function of the reduced time,.= tit for 0 
Co2 discharging from a vessel containing silica gel of mesh size 6-16. 
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Fig. 11. 
Experimental curve fort*= O.ZlS sec and p = 741 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = 33°C. 0 
0.8 
0 
Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b = 0. 593. 
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• T = tit 
2.0 2.4 2.8 
The reduced pressure pip as a function of the reduced time T = tit* for 
0 
COz discharging from a vessel containing silica gel of mesh size 6-16. 
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Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b = 0. 584. 
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Fig. 12. The reduced pressure p/p
0 
as a function of the reduced time ,. = tit • for 
C02 discharging from a veasel containing ailica gel of mesh aize 6-16. 
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Fig. 13. 
* ~· Experimental curve for t = 0. Z06 sec and p = 740 mm Hg; initial temperature T = 60°C. 0 
0 
Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b = 0.515. 
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• The reduced pressure p/p as a function of the reduced time ,. = tit for 
0 
COz diacharging from a vessel containing silica gel of mesh size 6-16. 
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Fig. 14 .. 
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• Experimental curve fort = 0. 202 sec and p = 736 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = 78°C. 0 
0 
Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b = 0. 461. 
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• The reduced pressure pip as a function of the reduced time ,. = tit for 
0 
C02 dhcharging from a vessel containing silica gel of mesh llize 6-16. 
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Fig. 15. 
Ex peri mental curve for t * = 0. 198 sec and p = 743 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = 91oc. 0 
0 
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Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b = 0. 423. 0 
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T = t/t * 
The reduced preasure p/p as a function of the reduced time T = tit • for 
0 
C02 dilcharging from a ve11el containing silica gel of mesh size 6-16. 
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Experimental curve for t * = 0. 195 sec and p = 730 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = 105°C. 0 
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Calculated curve using Eq. {8) with b = 0. 379. 
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Fig. 16. The reduced pressure p/p
0 
as a function o£ the reduced timeT= t/t* for 
C02 discharging from a vessel containing silica gel of mesh size 6-16.. 
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Fig. 17. 
Experimental curve fort*= 0.19Z sec and p = 738 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = 11-r'C. 0 
0 
Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b ::: 0. 356. 
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• The reduced pressure p/p0 as a function of the reduced time T = tit for 
C02 discharging from a vessel containing •ilica gel of mesh size 6-16. 
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Fig o 18o 
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• • Exper1mental curve fort = Oo 19Z sec and p = 737 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = 117°C 0 ° 
0 
Calculated curve using Eqo (8) with b = Oo 367 o 
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• The reduced pressure p/p as a function of the reduced time 'r = tit for 
0 
C02 discharging from a vessel containing 8ilica gel of mesh size 6-l6o 
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Fig. 19. 
• • Expenmental curve for t = 0. Zl7 sec and p = 735 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T ::: -4soc. 0 
0 
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Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b = 0. 3Z4, 
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T = tft • 
The reduced pressure p/p as a function of the reduced time T = tit* for 
0 
Ar discharging from a vessel containing silica gel of meah size 6-16. 
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Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b = 0. Z96. 
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Fig. ZO. The reduced pre• sure p/p
0 
as a function of the reduced time ,. = tit • for 
Ar discharging from a vessel containing •ilica gel of mesh •ize 6-16. 
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Fig. Z 1. 
• Experimental curve fort = 0. ZlZ sec and p = 740 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = -34°C. 0 
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Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b = 0. Z80. 
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• The reduced pressure p/p as a function of the reduced time ,. = tit for 
0 
Ar dhcharging from a vessel containing silica gel of mesh size 6-16. 
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* Experimental curve fort = 0. Z07 sec and p = 736 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = -ZZ°C. 0 
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Calculated curve using Eqo (8) with b = 0. Z59. 
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Fig. Z3. 
• Experimental curve for t ::: 0. ZOS aec and p = 740 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = -18°C. 0 
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Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b = 0. ZS4. 
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• The reduced preaaure p/p a• a function of the reduced time f = tit for 
0 
Ar discharging from a vessel containing silica gel of mesh size 6-16. 
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• The reduced pressure p/p0 as a function of the reduced time T = t/t for 
Ar discharging from a vessel containing silica gel of mesh size 6-l6o 
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Fig. ZS. The reduced pressure p/p
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as a function of the reduced time T = tit • for 
Ar discharging from a veaael containing silica gel of mesh size 6-16. 
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Fig. Z7. 
Experimental curve fort*= 0. 193 sec and p ::745 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = 15°C. 0 
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Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b = 0. 189. 
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• • Exper1mental curve fort = 0. 174 sec and p = 739 mm Hg; 
initial temperature T = aooc. 0 
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initial temperature T = 80°C 0 ° 
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• Experimental curve fort = 0. 17Z sec and p = 739 mm Hg; 
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Calculated curve using Eq. {8) with b = 0. 143. 
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* Fig. 43. The reduced pressure p/p0 as a function of the reduced time T = tit for 
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Fig. 48. The reduced pressure p/p
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as a function of the reduced time ,. = tit* for 
He discharging from a vessel containing silica gel of mesh size 6-16. 
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Calculated curve using Eq, (8) with b = 0. 114. 
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Calculated curve using Eq" {8) with b = -0.006. 
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Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b = -0.027. 
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Calculated curve using Eq. (8) with b = 0. 016. 
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